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"THE COVER STORY...."

...when our original choice for designing the DITTO V T-Shirt curried-out, I didn’t panic; I inposed on friends. 
LINDA MICHAELS had sent ae the ‘Friends Don’t Let...' illo [LONER LEFT! earlier this year.

...and I’d 'held back* ay favorite of the several DITTO V logos PAT VIRZI had sent us.
At MagiCon, I gave Pat Linda’s original cartoon...and said: 'Help!'

Pat’s unified design of illo & logo thus becane both the 'official' T-shirt aid Prograo 'book' Cover for DITTO V. 
ROGER li PAT SIMS...and I...wish to Thank both Pat & Linda!

[The Multifaceted Nanebadge (the adaptations were several...) was designed by ROGER SIMS & DICK SPELMAN]

No, there will not be a Ditto 'report' this issue. But I do want to express ay thanks and appreciation to all those who 
cane...and to all those who helped. Mayhaps we’ll do it again, soneday! SddHi/ XIV///J
I do wish to report, however, tnat by an unaninous Vote [Roger Sins], DITTO 0110 was 'awarded' to: 

SARAH PRINCE ti BOB WEBBER
Fatal Hubris Productions : P.O. Box 62 : Keene Valley NY 12943

...early Novenber 1993, in Vernont! I Be there! (I will...sonehow...!)

CONTRIBUTORS to OUTWORLDS 65
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...this issue, so inadequately, is for the memory of ROGER WEDDALL: ...a friend missed
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...and suddenly it is Christnas Day, an unexpected 
snowfall covers the around (but I wasn’t planning on 
going out, anyway), life has been unusually 'inter
esting', and I’n doing one of the things I enjoy tost 
in life (when I’n not bitching about it): puboing ay 
ish.

It is never the issue dreaaed about/planned. and 
this tiae is no different. I’ve just printed our the 
'captions' for Dave Rowe’s article; once they are in
serted into the paste-ups created over the past two 
days--that will oe ready to wake 'aasters'. I know 
what the bacover will be, the 'Index' is half entered 
...and I have enough aaterial on hand for another 
aassive issue.

But this won’t be it.
I’ve 'proaised' Dave I’d have this 'out' in tiae 

for the unpteenth edition of The Annual Cincinnati 
Floating New Year’s Parties, coaaencing a week froa 
...yesterday. Nothing is certain, but....

Let’s see how I do.
(The fact that I can’t laffordJ to do any issue 

at the aoaent is, as always, a factor to be ignored.)

...the "systen" is still far froa perfect, and sone- 
tiaes letters get 'put aside' against 'answering'... 
and soaehow just never find their way hoae to the 
LoC-folder.... It’s a Sinister Plot, I tell you!

CRAIG SMITH
Nell, I finally did it, I finished Outnorlds 62! It 

took two weeks of pressing under one of ay aassive, ancient 
speakers to get it into readable fora after it arrived with 
a 90* fold froa an encounter with the tender aercies of the 
post awful, but it was worth the wait--an excellent issue. 
I didn’t read it all in one sitting but have been dipping 
into it froa tiae to tiae, including a very pleasant session 
spent caaping by a lake up near Roslyn, NA (the exterior 
filaing spot for 'Northern Exposure'). Ne got rained out 
the next day but the tiae spent reading and relaxing in the 
woods was great (except for the drunk acrons who parked near 
us at 10:00 p.a. and didn’t stop talking at full voluae 
until 2:00 a.a. Naitaainnit drunks, rain--aaybe we didn’t 
have such a good tiae.)

...I especially enjoyed the pieces by Brandt, Noskowitz 
and the painfully personal stuff by Breiding. Alan Hunter 
did his usual terrific work on the covers and the hilarious 
Stiles cartoon on 2120 was ay favorite of this ish.

I found the reaarks by Laurie Nann in her letter that 
'just about all the good fan artists (Merle Insinga, Peggy 
Ranson, Diana Stein, and Laurel Slate) are woaen* to be a 
bit curious (no, I didn’t take it personally) since I’a not 
at all faniliar with the artists aentioned with the excep
tion of Herle Insinga and only recall her naae, not her art. 
Must be a case of inhabiting different fandoas. I have 
noticed she Bentions of fan art Hugos going to people after 
their aost active periods are over, but in sone cases better 
late than never, to coin a dichb. Tarai has deserved a 
Hugo for years and it doesn’t look as if he’ll ever get one. 
1 don’t think that inactive artists should get the award 
wore than once though, as soaetiaes happens. Gracefully step 
aside I say and let soaeone else take the clunky thing hone. 
Cone to think of it though, if an artist had done what they 
thought was their best work in a particular year and got 
noninated, only to find the award won by soneone who hadn’t 
done nuch, if anything that year it could be a tad annoying. 
I don’t know how to get around this, unless sone kind of 
life achievenent award for neglected artists was started, 
but sonehow I don’t think that would be such a good idea 
(things are nessy enough as it is and the najonty of Hugo 
voters probably don’t know or nuch care what a 'fanartist' 
is anyhow).

I’ve enclosed a cartoon inspired by a renark in Robert 
Lichtnan’s letter and done before I’d seen you had a section 
called 'Post-It Notes fron a Distance' (great ninds think 
alike, eh?).... f8/12/921

...the 'Post-It Notes ... * shtick goes back to two 
'inspirations’: several years ago I nade the blanket 
(and seni-serious) statenent that the 'Post-It Note' 

was the single greatest technological advancenent of 
the 20th Century. And: Shortly before 'reviving' 
OliTHOflLDS early last year, I’d seen the novie 'Pest
cards fret the Edge*.

There’s no telling how nany variations I’ll spin 
off before I weary of the ginnick, but it certainly 
"beats' sone of the previous 'editorial' tag-lines 
I’ve utilized in the past!
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[...after all, I have to aause ayself soaehow: 
I’ve been waiting for a quarter-century non for Bruce 
Gillespie to relinquish the 'rights' to "I Must Be 
Talking To My Friends...' ....1
The following LoC, although also on 01162, didn’t lake 
'last issue* for a tore practical reason: I received 
it Noveiber 7th...after having Bailed the 'overseas* 
copies of 0H63 earlier the saie day....

ALEXANDER YUDENITSCH
Dear Bill (and just how long has it been since I last 

wrote that?),
(2 years, 3 aonths, 19 days; to be too exact).
This is an earthshaking event for ae (for you, it’s 

probably a curiosity or a non-event): My first real Letter 
to Bill Bowers since July 9. 1990--the infaaous foot-in- 
aouth aissive.

Mould you believe that I waited over a year after 0059 
before writing to inquire, never dreaning of what was going 
on. and then decided to send you a note, in that sarcastic
ally kidding tone, because I thought it would be appropri
ate? And, even weirder, that the envelope with 0060 arrived 
on that self-sane July 9. 1991?

I soaetiaes think that, ft I had waited wore, 1 would 
have spared you the pain (which I think that letter brought 
you) and give ae the eabarrassaent in realizing what had 
happened. A Humbling Divine Intervention, no doubt. Any
way. I now (at last) sincerely apologize for the tone of 
that letter; and YOU rubbed it in by reprinting ay note, in 
an enhanced facsimile cony foraat (why?), in 0x62.

So now you know part of the reason for ay silence these 
840 days.

The other part is The Sane Old Litany: I rarely get 
enough free tine in order to read a fanzine in tiae for a 
loc to be publishible, so I end up not writing. My last 
•real* letter to you was in Oct. 88, so I guess we can con
sider this a Joyous 4th Anniversary and, thus, turn the page 
on this aatter. Deal?

As you say have noticed (since you’re a contributor). I have 
been getting and soaetiaes loccing Leah’s STET, so that it 
was particularly on ay wind while I was reading 0062. This 
OUTOORLOS reainded ae aore of the 70’s/80’s incarnation, but 
with a deep-down (real deep-down) undercurrent of unease. 
Whistling by the graveyard? (WAS that a wise choice of 
words, in this context?)

Your Coaplete Bowers Bibliography has, finally, nade ne 
despair of ever getting a coaplete set of 00 and XEOOLITH. 
However, it did rewind ne (or, at least, checking our back 
correspondence did) that you still 'owe1 ne 00 143 thru 146 
which you did not send in ’88 because 'they are still 
buried, since [Il aoved in late ’86*. Now, 8 years and sev
eral Boves later, do you still have copies of earlier issues 
of 00 or XEOOLITO? It would be particularly a fluke a na
ture if you did, but stranger things have been known to 
happen....

Just to get in the spirit of it (what?!), I’ll report 
that I have also just finished reading 0048 (well. I DID say 
that I was rather behind in By reading due to lack of 
tiae...), and IT did feel sore like the current STET than 
the current 00. Since Bost writing in a fanzine is usually 
not tiae-specific (besides to referring to specific previous 
issues), I soaetiaes forgot that I was reading a 1985 fan
zine, and the feel enveloped ne. Is that nostalgia, or just 
the twilltone ageing? [10/28/92J

Considering that I soaetiaes, in one of ay aore up
beat aodes, consider vfself a 'fluke of nature', 
this: There has only been the one aove...and, yes, 
although I had to throw one box of correspondence in 
a dunpster Lto prove ay love1, I still have all those 
boxes of kipple & Back Issues. True, they’ve been in 

the baseaent since late ’88, and I have no idea as to 
the 'condition'. But rest assured that your 3x5 card 
(along with those of Skel & Michael Waite) carries a 
notation of issues 'owed'. I won’t aake any specific 
proaises of delivery dates; but, definitely, before I 
ever aove again!

In the aeantiae: I have absolutely no aversion 
to receiving LoCs on any issue back to, and includ
ing, ABAKICO 1. And. if 1 find thea interesting... 
I’ll print ’ea. Egoooo is timeless; delayed, it is 
only all the sweeter!

I really have no idea of the perverse urge that ia- 
pelled ae to run the facsimile of your note. You 
could have had no way of 'knowing', so you have no 
apologies to sake. Mayhaps the ‘tone’ of the current 
incarnation is 'darker --inevitably, it probably is-- 
but Things Are Getting Better: other than the total 
insecurity of Health & Eaployaent. Mayhaps future 
issues will be wore upbeat.

I’m really curious to hear what you think....
LLI Add pIJAM dWf tAIA BAD 6^6 tb M LLi

In every conceivable way--except for that of issue 
nuaber and (implied) page nuabering, it is a given 
that OUTOORLOS 64 was published four Booths before 
OUTOORLOS 63--anfI don’t propose to 'pretend' other- 
wise. Except in future Listings of The Published 
Canon....

DAVE ROWE
Goodness ne! A OUTOORLOS of readable size! Even had a 

few readable articles! What is Bowers coainq to? If this 
keeps up you’ll be back to early ’70s when 00 was worth 
reading cover to cover.

Dave Locke wrote like he’d been reading too aany Skel 
artides--if that’s possible. And Al Curry should have held 
back the blaney a bit. His habit of contorting inane cli
ches into freakish bon sots gets irritating rather quickly.

And you’ve got too aany characters per line. On the 
dose-spaced pages, especially those with long paragraphs, 
it becaae very difficult to follow froa one line to another.

I liked 0064. but (sorry Bill, there is a 'but'... but) 
a lot of that is because aany of tne articles were by close 
friends (and all the others were by acquaintances, aany good 
acquaintances at that). A couple of decades ago Gray Boak 
wrote that there were sone good fanzines (i.e., well-edited, 
well-produced) that he didn’t like where there were sone bad 
fanzines he liked sinply because he knew and liked the edi
tor. Eric Lindsay recently wrote that he nissed GRAYXALKIO, 
and that I suspect is because he knew Denise. When I read 
GBAYMALKIH she was just a naie at the end of the editorial 
and apart fron Steve’s article on nerds at cons there sinply 
wasn’t anything there. I dare say if I read it now (or any 
other tine after Carolyn introduced her to ne) ny reaction 
would be greatly different.

As one of the non-Cinci Cinci-regulars, I couldn’t 
agree nore with Joel about local groups. Carolyn and I once 
visited the local (Indianapolis) Circle of Janus neet. H 
was in a church basenent where a ST:TNG re-run was on the 
goggle-box, this was nainly ignored by the nenbers, who also 
nainly ignored us. But right at the end of the show there 
was a trailer for a new episode (about 60 seconds long) and 
people ran across the roon and jutted their faces within 
inches of the screen. Steve Bridges towards the end of the 
weeting — when it case to 'any other business' -- suddenly 
perked up 'This is Carolyn Doyle and Dave Rowe and they are 
very interesting people", and in a loud hairlip voice I re
plied 'No we’re not, we’re very boring.'--and never bothered 
to return.

Two kudoes to yourself, By friend. Nice layout, but of 
course. And you certainly know how to handle an introducto
ry paragraph. Sonething which is auch aore difficult than 
aost readers appreciate. ITU0192T
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Michael W. Waite 
105 West Ainsworth 

Ypsilanti, Michigan 48197-5336

"There's a hell of a good universe next door."

—e.e. cummings

August 14, 1992

Bill Bowers
P.O. Box 58174
Cincinnati, Ohio 45258-0174

Dear Bill,

It was great to meet so many of your friends via Outworlds Sixty-Four. What a-menagerie 
an eclectic bunch of friends you have. It almost makes me want to resettle in Cincinnati 
instead of Seattle. Sandra sounds like a really neat person. How I wish my parents had been 
involved in fandom and taken me to conventions. Here I sit, older than Methuselah, never 
having attended a con. I'm just a shy guy.

Stephen Leigh writes glowingly about his loyalties to both fan and professional muses. His 
prose is splendid; his dilemma is understandable. I was so impressed with Stephen's letter that 
I spent $4.99, of my hard-earned money, for a copy of Alien Tongue. (Do publishers really 
sell more books by pricing them at $4.99 instead of $5.00?) With the glut flood of fantasy and 
science fiction books on the market, one often has to rely on reviews to help weed-out the 
chaff. My best sources for "recommended reading" come from friends, and since several of 
my friends recommended Alien Tongue . . .

Every entry in Outworlds Sixty-Four was a joy to read. The computer graphics were 
delightful. The front and back covers were my favorite color (Luden's cough-drop-box- 
orange). Although, every thing's not coming up roses, your fonts lack conviction and leave 
one wanting.

According to my calculations, between 1957 and 1984,1 have passed through Cincinnati 38 
times. My destinations: Kentucky, North Carolina and Florida.

My childhood hero, Leonard Sly (Roy Rogers), King of the Cowboys was bom in Cincinnati, 
Ohio. I can hear the moans from here, but he was my childhood idol.

Other childhood heros included Robert A. Heinlein, Isaac Asimov, Clifford D. Simak, Dr. 
Wemher von Braun and "Sammy" Reshevsky. ("Sammy" Reshevsky was one of the greatest 
chess players in the world.) I, too, aspired to play the grandmasters but only succeed in 
playing Bent Larsen in '76, in a simultaneous exhibition in Zurich, Switzerland. I was 
soundly beaten.

Of all my boyhood heros, only Roy is still alive. C'est la vie.

te^UDEN-’S
sft ORIGINAL®® MENTHOL

THROAT DROPS
15 DROPS

w ORIGINAL MENTHOLLUTHROAT DROPS



Goodness Be! A blUikt Dave Rowe ‘approved* issue of 
ny huable fanzine! What retaining joys will this year 
bring to possibly top that within the next six days?

I MW WWif BMVd Wfir WiW if m

As if I didn’t already feel "guilty* enough about not 
being 'forward'-enough to actually go up to, and 
introduce tyself to Walt at MagiCon, I received the 
following'.

WALT WILLIS
I’ve just finished ty report on NagiCon and turned to 

acknowledging the fanzines that caae in while I was away, 
when I found that you were at NagiCon. Where were you? 1 
spent aost of ay tiae in the Fan Lounge, and you aust have 
been there, so what happened that we aissed one another? 
It’s as if Stanley had aissed Livingston and gone hone again 
without aeeting hit. *Nr. Livingstone, I presuae?' *No, he 
just left.' It wouldn’t have been the sane at all.

OUTHORLDS 64 was a truly reaarkable issue and ever since 
I read it I’ve been wondering how you did it. The letter of 
invitation of which you include a copy is interesting, but 
not sufficiently powerful to explain the sheer excellence of 
the naterial it has produced. I’a driven to the conclusion 
it oust be attributed to soae quality in yourself. In which 
case you are a person really worth knowing, which doesn’t 
wake ne feel any better about nissing you at Nagicon.

Joel Zaken and Sandra Jordan both project an inage of 
witty and likable people, but Dave Locke’s projection is of 
one who has gone slightly aad, in the natter ot Borges. The 
concept of the Average Zip Coae Meaber, discovered to be 
near Beaver Bay, Ninnesota, is a fascinating one, and I 
can’t help wondering how near it is to Nisswa, Minnesota, 
near Gull Lake, where we spent two days of our holiday in 
Septenber (you weren’t there either) (as far as I know). I 
also liked the bit about the plastic bags, narred only by ny 
conviction that the quotation about it being inconceivable 
that the whole universe was created nerely for us inhabit
ants of a third-rate sun could have originated in Alfred, 
Lord Tennyson. It seens far too nodern for hia.

Naom Cowan-Barkley’s explanation of how the date for 
Easter is deternined is quite acceptable. How could it be 
otherwise, coning fron soneone with a nane like that?

Paula Robinson’s story was very readable and conveyed 
an authentic frisset. Al curry’s piece was well-written and 
thoroughly interesting. Roger Sins’s both itens were well 
worth the space, and the piece about the trip to the airport 
really engaged the reader's interest.

It seens to ne I’d heard Mike Resnick’s speech before 
...at least I renenber being inpressed by his description 

of fandon as fanily. Could I have heard it on tape? Yes. 
I’ve just consulted a disc called NagiCon, on which I re
corded things I wanted to nention to various people if and 
when I net then at Magicon. I had under Mike Resnick a quote 
fron a wonderful speech he had given at Noreascon in which 
he referred to fandon as his fanily, based on how nice 
Tucker and Doc Snith were to hin at his first convention, 
Discon 1, 1963. when he was 21. He also referred to hinself 
as having written the New Testanent, sparked the Renaissance 
and birdied the 14th hole at Pebble Beach. However I never 
did get speaking to Mike Resnick at Magicon, he having fail
ed to put in an appearance anywhere I could speak to nin. I 
suppose he was with you?

Frank Johnson on Cincinnati was wonderful. And the 
pieces by Denise Parsley Leigh and Stephen Leigh are aagnif- 
icent to end with, tying together as they do so such of what 
has gone before about fandoa and love. [10126/92]

No, Mike wasn’t with we. I thought he was with you.
And people still say that I’a 'self-effacing*, 

despite having absolutely no shawe in printing co«- 
aents, such as the end-sentence in your second para
graph!

Since it is, inarguably, ay fault we didn’t con
nect, I guess I’a siaply going to coae to the U.K.. 
(Soae folks of Canadian-persuasion don’t understand 
that, when I say it is ay ’priority* to visit Aus- 
tralia/New Zealand...it doesn’t aean that I’d have 
any aversion to visiting Europe.) If 1 give up pro
ducing telephone-directory-sized fanzines, I night 
even be able to afford it....

Incidently, Malt, you aight (acre than aost) be 
interested to know that, aaong the few possessions 
returned after two years, was ny Anstrad PCM. None 
of the software was returned, but I had a stash of 
naster disks, and it does power-up. But the printer 
won’t coae on-line.

I’ll get that fixed in tiae, but in the aean- 
tiae, speaking of Aastrad-generated fanzines... You 
are aware that it’s not all that long until 1997, the 
50th Anniversary of Irish Fandon...and HYPHEN 38...? 
(No, no! Absolutely no thanks are required for this 
innocuous 'reainden!)

Speaking of Nillis-zines: In addition to ay two 
copies of NAkHOON 28—1 aa now (courtesy of ay nouse- 
eate, Art Metzger) the extreaely proud possessor of a 
pristine run of SLANT, issues #1 thru 16. I presuae 
they are the copies you sent Bea Mahaffey ...whose 
presence is sorely aissed in Cincinnati fandoa, even 
by such 'newcoaers* as ayself.

GEORGE FLYNN
Thanks for OUTHORLDS 64. (You know. I’ve been getting 

Oil off and on since what?—1970, ’71?—though for the last 
decade or so with sufficient irregularity that I’a never 
quite sure what’s been going on in your life [except that 
it’s frequently trauaaticl. Oh, well, I aa currently in one 
of ay occasional periods of fairly intense written fanacj 
hope I can oanage to keep it up for a while [though taking 
over a aonth to get this issue read and locced isn’t proais- 
ingl.)

Dave Locke*. I don’t care auch for plastic grocery bags 
either (though froo what I hear plastic-vs.-paper is pretty 
auch a wash environaentally when all factors are consider
ed). But since I walk hooe froa the superaarket, it’d be 
pretty awkward without the handles. Of course, they tend to 
assuae that everyone’s driving, and they put all the heavy 
stuff in one bag—which weans I have to stop and reshuffle 
the contents, to keep froa listing to one side as I walk. 
And the nuaber of bags is also a pain when you’re walking: 
it’s aaazing how you can get only 8 itens or so, and they 
still oanage to distribute then into three bags....

Al Curry: I thought it was Mencken, not Milliaa 
Burroughs, who coined 'Booboisie*. —In ay -family Meaorial 
Day was aainly notable as the only tiae a parade went by the 
house (on the way to the ceaetery at the end of the street). 
But I hear that in recent years the parade’s been only a 
block or two long. (I haven’t been there for it since I 
started attending Disclaves.)

Frank Johnson: Yes, people do seen to have a problea 
spelling 'Cincinnati*. A couple of weeks ago I helped out 
on the NagiCon prograa Bailing, and noticed that successive 
envelopes were addressed to Mixe Resnick in Cincinnati and 
Laura Resnick in Cincinatti. Or aaybe the other way around. 
Of course, aost of the tiae people can’t spell Procter 6 
Gaable either.... Regarding section Via, did the National 
League get a copy? They seea to have decided to do soae- 
thing about the Batter.... [S/20/92J
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HIGHT LIGHTS. EDMONTON 
ALBEHTA. CANADA

PO Box 905 Euless TX 76039 USA
21 August 1992 

Dear Bill—
I have no Cincinnati connection. I have seen 

it destroyed by monsters in B-grade movies (or 
was that Cleveland? After visiting hundreds of 
cities in my lifetime, one skyline starts looking 
like another). I lived in Columbus for 3 years as 
a child but saw Cincinnati only in passing on my 
way to other locales.

I myself prefer celebrating new beginnings 
over the historic tradition of stationary longevity. 
Status quo may spark the imagination of some, 
but not me. Creatures of routine ran contrary to 
the constant changes inherent in the world of sur
vival. The art in your latest issue seemed to lack 
focus, both thematic and visual.

Beast wishes,

Bill Bowers
PO Box 58174
Cincinnati OH 45258-0174

Dm by Albeit* Color Ptoductions 7349 -104 StiMt. Edmonton, Albert*. C»n»d»
Printed by De«ie< Colour Canada
Pbotoqiephy by John Sutton * 76261-0

Even at tiaes like today, when I ai driving ayself 
into "overtiae* to aeet a 'deadline* (iaposed only by 
ay own edict), while friends reBain unseen/uncalled, 
anile books by the hundreds are stacked unread, and I 
haven’t seen a feature file in aonths—I realize that 
despite ’all* (or, perhaps because of it), I ae hav
ing a lot of fun with this Incarnation of OUTHOHLDS.

Soae really neat people—those I’ve known for 
decades are interaixed with those only 'faailiar* 
with the ’90s Bowers — fill these pages and, were I 
able to be wore generous with spec copies, I know 
that there would be wore. But you know ae: I’a never 
satisfied.

I often wonder why soae 'drop out" and don’t re
spond, but I’ve done it ayself enough that I usually 
don’t take it personally. Still, Eve been waiting 
...hoping—for three of the 'regulars' to Coae Back: 
two were 'with ae* back in the '70s...and all three 
were integral to the ’80s Run.

Soaetiaes. it just takes a bit of patience: 
One will he represented with the cover of OUT-

HORLDS 66.
One has been ever-so-patient with ay proaises 

vs. 'projects' not yet coaplete, but he’s working on 
a new instalment of his coluan.

...and one is present with the letter following:

HARRY WARNER, JR.
I’a sorry I’ve failed to respond to several fine issues 

of OUTUORLDS. For a year or acre I’ve been having great dif
ficulty coping with large fanzines. It’s easy to write Iocs 
on the short ones, but OUTJ/ORtDS, FOSFAX, LA^S LANTERN, and 
their peers have been badly neglected. I do appreciate your 
keeping ae on the Bailing list without writing rhe nasty 
letters I’ve received froe certain other fanzine editors 
whoa I’ve also been boorish toward.

As lots of other fans have undoubtedly told you by this 
tiee, this was a fine survey of the present state of Cincin
nati fandoa with soae needed looks back into its recent and 
distant past. You also provided a real service by deaon- 
strating that there are good writers aaong the fans in a 
large city who noraally confine theaselves to cooing to club 
aeetings and attending cons. Fanzine fans keep laaenting the 
decline in the nuaber of fanzines but nobody seeas to notice 
that the dropoff in the quantity of fans writing for fan
zines is perhaps as serious or even wore so.

Dave Locke doesn’t seea to realize how siaple and easy 
it is to avoid the problea with plastic bags for groceries 

that he describes in his coluan. All that’s needed is re- 
tireaent. After a fellow is retired, his ability to buy 
groceries is so radically lessened that the clerk at the 
takeout aisle will ask hia if he really needs a bag for 
those few iteas he’s just bought and if the retiree insists 
on a bag, its contents will occupy such a saall space that 
he can wrap the bag several tines around everything, tie a 
knot in the handle portion, put it on his lap for the trip 
hoae, and not even notice the weight. I know, believe ae.

Naoei Cowan-Barkley wakes one aistake by her reference 
to 'Tristraa Sandy* as the naae of a book, It’s actually 
the full naae of Little Orphan Annie’s dog, who was general
ly called Sandy to save space in the balloons of the conic 
strip. But 1 know fron bitter experience about this Easter- 
locating problen. In one of ny last years on the newspaper 
job, when I was writing nostly a daily colunn, I decided to 
devote one colunn to the fact that it alnost always rains in 
Hagerstown on Good Friday. To dig out the weather statistics 
for that occasion over the past couple of decades, I needed 
a list of the dates on which Easter fell during the past 
twenty years. And I found this to be an alnost insoluble 
problen. I couldn’t find a WORLD ALMANAC or other annual 
publication which lists Easter dates for nany years to cone 
that was old enough to supply ne with the infornation. The 
local library had lists of when Easter would be in future 
years but nor in the past. I finally had to engage in the 
incredibly tedious task of nanipulating dozens of reels of 
nicrofilned newspapers into and out of the viewer for each 
of those twenty years, searching the late March and April 
issues for clues.

Al Curry also stirred up a bitter nenory. He writes 
about one of those four-way correspondence gestalts and it 
was only about a year ago when I had the suprene honor of 
being invited to join one whose nenbership hadn’t changed in 
thirty years, until the death of one of the participants. It 
was one of the hardest things I’ve ever done in fandow, to 
decline the invitation, (rd felt the saae egoboo followed 
by regret over ay decision when asked to becoae a Hagerstown 
Rotary Club aeaber as a representative of the aedia soae 
years back.) I deprived ayself of the ongoing pleasure of 
aeabership because I don’t have enough tiee for current 
fannish obligations and I just can’t take on any aore.

Roger Sias’ contributions were splendid to read. There 
seeas to be a sudden and welcoae outburst of reprints of 
this sort of aaterial froa fanzines past. Bob Briggs has 
just published for SAPS a conreport chat aay belong in any 
list of the best dozen con reports of all tiae, Rich 
Ellsberry’s account of the first Nolacon, the one where Lee 
Hoffaan’s feaaleness was first generally known and Rooa 770 
started one of the aost lasting fannish legends.
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I was glad to read Nike Resnick’s concluding coeaents 
about the behavior of fans around pros. I suppose the whole 
truth is soaewhere between Harlan’s too sweeping criticise 
and Mike’s good fortune in avoiding probleas. But the dif
ferences of opinion seea to hint that the low-key pro will 
enjoy low-key probleas while the high-key pro way suffer 
high-key difficulties.

Your editorial seeas to prove that you’ve been acre 
cheerful and less beset with probleas in recent aonths, 
which is all to the good. It oust be nice to have local 
fans available to help a fellow get through the occasional 
bad tiaes. Unfortunately, Hagerstown has another active fan 
only about once every quarter-century. Chick Derry lived 
here for a short tiae when he got a job with a local fira, 
but retired to the Washington area before fans began think
ing of hia as an expatriate. About ten years ago, a young 
fellow naaed Jerry Forrest who worked for the local Health 
Departaent got interested in fandoa and published one issue 
of a fanzine (although he called hinself Wolf Forrest in 
fandoa for no reason I was ever told), to the best of ay 
knowledge the only fanzine published oy anyone except ae to 
ever eaerge froa this city. But Jerry aoved to Arizona or 
New Mexico or sose such place and I’ve heard nothing of hia 
for years. Chances are I’ll not be around for the next 
appearance of another local fan, since it’s not due until 
soae tiae after the turn of the century. [8/15/92]

So, Harry...just how aany Good Friday’s did it rain 
in Hagerstown...?

BRIAN EARL BROWN
It was nice getting OUTMDRLDS after MidWestCon. I’ve 

been going to Pulpcon. which is generally a couple of weeks 
after MidWestCon the last couple of years and haven’t felt 
like we could afford two cons in June/July. Pulpcon is kind 
of fun, in a very specialized kind of way. It’s Howard’s 
idea of a dreaa convention -- a 100X Huckster’s Roon during 
the day and light progranning at night. But if you’re not 
interested in old aagazines don’t bother cooing, that’s all 
they have. I do niss MidNestCons. When I go to conventions 
around Detroit it is just to hang out with friends, there’s 
rarely any progranning that continues to interest ae, just 
like 1 do at MidNestCons. I night try harder next year to 
nake it down for the convention, if Denice’s work schedule 
lets her get off for that weekend.

I’a sure you’re glad to have a conputer again to work 
with on OUTNORLDS. Even if the typeface used by the printer 
is un, er -- well, kind of ghastly. At least at the close 
setting you’re using. Denice bought ne a coaputer a couple 
of years ago, then a printer and finally last year a desktop 
publishing prograa called Pagestreaa, which is as good as 
they get. I’ve got all this publishing power and only the 
vaguest idea of now to nake a page look good. It would be 
really interesting to see what you could do with ay set-up.

Ah, well.... Fifteen years ago you aoved to Cincin
nati, and I just realized that I noved to Detroit 14 years 
ago. How tine flies. And I haven’t regretted ny nove either.

I’ve got a copy of TRISTRAM SANDY in ny locker at work, 
stuck there on the off chance that I night run out of things 
to do, or read. The book is as Naoni says funny in a dry 
British nanner. Maybe just a little too nanner for ny 
taste, but a hard to surpass glorification of eccentricity.

Rick McCollun was in REHUPA back when I was in that 
Conan oriented apa. He was, then as now, a great and pro
lific artist, an excellent story teller and I’n surprised 
that he never nade it working for one of the najor conic 
book publishers. Of course Rick was never one to draw what 
other people wanted hin to, or what night be connercial. 
It’s not enough to have a distinctive voice, or penline, one 
has to have the connon touch, too. Sadly I can think of a 
couple of other ex-fan/artists who have never quite nade it 
because their style is just too different.

Roger Sins’ article fron QOAHORY was odd for the con
fusion on the use of pronouns in his article. Sonetines 
Roger would call Lee Hoffnan ’he* and other tines "she'. I 
can’t renenber, had Roger net,Lee at Nolacon in 1951? I 
thought Roger was writing about the infanous Pain Sunday 
icestorn that hit Detroit the year after I aoved there, un
til I noticed that this is dated 1976 and that icestorn was 
1979 or naybe 1980. In either case, the only reason we went 
to see 'Buck Rogers*, the novie, in a theater (was) the 
theater was a lot Warner than our apartnent.

I hadn’t realized that Cincinnati nade such a tradition 
out of its noral uprightness. I’ve heard of "banned in 
Boston" but didn’t know Cincy had such a reputation for 
that, too. [8125192]

Cincinnati is not only the Mapplethorpe controversy, 
but also the city that nade Larry Flynt (sleazebag, 
tho he night be) what he is today: a cripple. As it 
is, the only ■’nen’s aagazines1 one can purchase in 
Hanilton County are PLAYBOY and PENTHOUSE — and aost 
establishaents hide thee behind the counter. Boston. 
I understand, has/had its "red light district’ ...but 
"we" don’t even have (sorry, Joel!) Kentucky, any 
aore!

But who needs hone-based sleaze: I fftddd 
IM mu

If you know Denice’s "schedule" by rote, MidWestCon 
is always the last full weekend in June: If the Sun
day is June 30th or before, that is the weekend. The 
1993 version will be June 24th-27th, so work on it: 
I think they’re a lot wore fun since we "returned" to 
the old Norwood Lateral Quality AM Hotel.

As it is, you are (in retrospect) "excused" for 
your non-appearance at Ditto-due to your innovative 
counter-prograning: one Sarah Bethany, born 10/25/92.

Like you, Brian, I never figured ayself as being 
all that gung-ho on ‘fatherhood*. I was just getting 
used to the concept (Md dddd YiWiWg w when 
it went away in ay case.

...but I wish you and Denice all the luck in the 
world...with your own "responsibility"....

LLOYD PENNY
After a read through this zine, I’n not sure how I’ll 

loc it...aany articles are personal aeaoirs, and nay be for 
reading and enjoying only. Nevertheless, Pll try....

Ran into Joel Zaken at Mikecon. I now work for a legal 
book publisher as a text editor, so we were able to talk 
shop a little. Sandra Jordan was what ny niece is now, a 
newiy-ninted teenager now going to cons (and the Orlando 
Horldcon in a couple of weeks).

Sone of the folks in this zine actually net Eric 
Lindsay...it’s great when a fan wanders into your hone fron 
great distances. We’ve hosted Dutch fan Larry van der Putte 
tor an evening (in tow with Canadian fanne beau Carol 
Shetler), and have narvelled that soneone we’ve spent great 
gobs of noney to go and see is right here in our living roon 
Al Curry also nentions Mike Glicksohn, who has announced his 
seni-retirenent fron the letterhack gane to pursue love fron 
the heart of a wonan naned Susan.

I’ve gotta get Mike Resnick up to Toronto sone tine... 
as Diane Duane put it succinctly sone tine ago, Toronto has 
two seasons...snow repair and road renoval. The shortest 
distance between two points? In Toronto, you can’t get 
there fron here.

I’ve done tine at a radio station, and nany staffers 
would tell you that "NKRP in Cincinnati" is based on actual 
events and people in stations all across the continent. 
Most stations have one or nore of: dweeb, sexpot, aging 
hippie and Sterling Newsnan on staff. At the station I was 
at, several were conpeting for the position of dweeb, and 
the conpetition was stiff.
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fin interesting topic Steve Leigh pursues,..how has 
fandoa changed you? Fandoa has aade ae aore sociable, sore 
at ease with groups and audiences, aore able to organize, 
and aore aware of how auch I value ay friends. If we accept 
the social aisfit stereotype of neofans, then I’d say that 
fandoa has rounded ae out, and aade ae auch less of a ais
fit. Fandoa has rounded ae out in aore ways than one. but 
let’s leave the con suite and ay weight problea out of 
this.... T8/14/92J

DALE SPEIRS
Interesting to read about exotic places such as Cincin

nati (and I aean that seriously). I was reainded of an ex
change I once saw on television about twenty years ago be
tween Don Rickles and Dean Martin. It was one of those "Nan 
of the Hour' roasts hosted by Martin. I forget who the 
roastee was. but Rickles was at the lectern doing his rou
tine about rhe person being honoured. Martin was sitting at 
the head table quietly. Rickles happened to aention Cincin
nati in passing, but ne aispronounced the word as 
'Cincinatah*. Dean Martin laaediately caae awake and chal
lenged Rickles! *Cincinat-ee'.

•That’s what I said/ replied Rickles.
’No you didn’t,* said Martin, 'You said Cincinatah.

It’s pronounced Cincinatee.*
lOkay, okay,' conceded Rickles querulously. 'Cincina

tee, Cincinatee*. Turning to the audience, Rickles rolled 
his eyes and nodded toward Martin, saying ‘Look who’s giving 
ae diction lessons!'

Joel Zakea had soae lawyer jokes. A few aore for your file: 
Q. Why didn’t the sharks eat the shipwrecked lawyer? 
A. Professional courtesy.
Q. Khat’5 the difference between a dead snake on the 

road and a dead lawyer lying on the road?
A. There are skid aarks in front of the snake.

Z7/10/92J

...well, I’d (already) had the 'benefit* of those 
two ... also via Joel, but soae of you aay have been 
luckier. (My personal 'favorite* reaains the one 
concerning the AMA and white lab rats....)

Still, it is constantly asazing that 'huaor* 
carries so far, across vast distances and across 
national borders, with so little variation.

I suppose I shouldn’t be too surprised: I still 
reaeaber chat when I aoved downstate those 15 (& now 
a half) years ago, the Nest-by-Ghod 'jokes* I’d been 
raised on were transposed into 'Kentucky-jokes* -- 
word-for-word, with the exception of the 'state* 
designation.

The 'jokes' about the vast eapty tiae-warp that 
separates ae froa Chicago, now then, are totally 
'different*. IJJddd WdJin

BUCK COULSON
1 liked Joel Zakea’s lawyer jokes, and I think lawyers 

like Joe Hensley, Murray Porath, and Suaaer Miller would 
appreciate thee. (Joe eight even have originated thee, or 
soaething like thee.)

Agree with Dave on plastic bags. Without paper sacks, 
we wouldn’t have anything to line the wastebaskets with, 
which aeans I’ll have to carry the baskets theaselves out to 
the trash burner, and then carry thee back. Double the nui
sance, double the work. (Yes, we still have open burning in 
this area. What the hell, the qnly difference is between air 
pollution and soil/water pollution, and Dave’s stoking prob
ably pollutes aore air than our trash does. And I’ll keep 
this up until he sends those letters he owes Roy Tackett and 
■yself.)

Actually, as I understand it, WKRP is a real radio 
station, but it’s in Crawfordsville, IN, instead of Cincin
nati. An appurtenance (gee, I’ve never found a place to use 
that word before) of Wabash College. The show obtained per- 
aission to use the call letters.

You or Frank Johnson didn’t happen to send an advance 
copy of his coluan to baseball coasissioner Fay Vincent, did 
you? Today’s paper announces Vincent’s ruling that hence
forth the Chicago Cubs and the St. Louis Cardinals are in 
the western division of the National League, and Cincinnati 
and Atlanta are to be in the east. (Do I care? Not really.)

Stephen Leigh’s article was interesting, in part be
cause it was alaost solely about convention fandoa. Not that 
conventions aren’t fun, but I started out in postal fandoa 
and it reaains ay aain focus. Fanzines are fewer, but let
ters still arrive, though I lost one correspondent to coa- 
puter bulletin boards. He go to a lot aore cons than we used 
to—13 this year, if we aake thea all -- but the priae focus 
has becoae huckstering. Once the huckster rooa closes, then 
it’s all right to single with friends; we’re out there sell
ing until we’re required to stop. Juanita and I can’t be on 
the saae panels because one of us has to tend the huckster 
table. (Why anyone would want us on the saae panel is a 
aystery anyway; we’ve been together since 1954, and thus 
know tne saae stories.) Cons are enjoyable business; let
ters and fanzines are recreation.

And a final note; Cincinnati should have two t’s!
nmm

the abridged WILLIAM BREIDING Chronicles

7.6.92 What is it about you, anyway? Mere we pals in an
other life? Are you secretly ay father? I think about you 
a lot. Patty It Gary had their 4th of July party in the Ditto 
hotel suite (26th floor, aagnificent view) this year. Usu
ally it’s a Bar-B-Q in Dublin, but 1 guess they felt like 
splurging this year. I was standing behind the wet bar in 
tne ‘parlor’ of the suite, sacking, and observing everyone, 
in a very strange aood. I suddenly began to aiss you very 
auch. It would have coaforted ae very auch to just look 
across the rooa and see you sacking and talking with Patty 
or Jeanne...or even Lenny Bails!

And then there’s this new OUTHORLDS (64, oh please, 
Bill!) that I just aanaged to pick up today, and the enclos
ed flaf#4. You do know how to pluck the heart strings. I 
haven’t tried reading 0X64 yet, but flafi4 was a barrel full 
of Bowers, and I liked it very auch, aade ae get all gushy, 
even.

Couple of things, though. Did I say soaething once to 
the effect of 'the ever dreaaing Bowers*? It was never aore 
apparent than in BILL! Don’t get serious, get real
istic! An OUTMORLDS produced in June, August and October? 
Give ae a fucking break! Dude, we’re talking bi-aonthly 
here. Look, 1’11 aake a deal with you; If you get 163 & t65 
out by Octooer, I’ll write you a loc on 0X62 in Noveaber!

No guff here; dreaa on. I just won’t plan real hard on 
rereading and writing a loc on 0X62, that’s all! I applaud 
all this dreaaing, it’s just that I never get used to you 
doing it in print, and saying IT WILL BE; a aan who learns 
froa experience? Han. I soaetiaes wonder— 
tpauset

—in the interia—42 billion phone calls (I swear 
1 conduct sixty percent of ay social life over the phone!), 
ay 'teaporary* rooaaate coaing 'hoae* (ay old boss at the 
cleaning plant, an alchie on the wagon, who quit his job and 
gave up his apartaent in search of a new and better way of 
life.... I’ve donated ay place for an indefinite period, un
til he can get his shit back together) and wanting to hang 
out — I’ve read your editorial in 0X64 while eating supper 
(luckily I have a strong digestive track): you do go on! 
[Grr! Mother phone call!!... (And yet another—sheesh!) — 
Arghhhhhh! I give up for tonight! I’ll see you toaorrow! —
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7.10.92 I lied. Sorry. It just wasn’t possible, physical
ly or emotionally, to sit down and talk with you some more, 
until now. Meanwhile, two things happened! 1) I read 0K64 
and 2) the monitor on this MACrlus seems to be going kaput, 
so my days at the computer may soon be over. The screen will 
suddenly go blank for no reason, and then if I make a move
ment that jars the monitor, it will come back on without a 
loss on the disc. Any guesses about my problem, all you 
computer nerds out there? Manna come over and fix this poor 
working class boy’s techno-blues?

I was dubious of this Cincinnati Love-In, but by the 
time I came to your 'editorial', which 1 read first, I was a 
believer. Beginning and ending with poetry was sublime. I 
really liked Lorraine’s 'Rescue', and of course it had 
strong echoes of your own life in it.

The majority of 0K64 was self-serving and gratuitous, 
but hey, it was so well done. I’m sorry to say that Dave’s 
piece was the only thing that failed. Most times, he has a 
firm grasp on how to say nothing entertaininly (tnree mas
ters of this: Skel, Ed Cagle Iyo! Ed!J and Rich Coad [not 
that he writes anymore!]) (There are a couple of RatFans 
over in England who do it well, too, like Pickersqill and 
Nicholas...wait...Nicholas always thought he was saying 
something!); but sadly, even though I nodded while reading 
the Plastic Bag Story, I didn’t grin, and the writing was 
just so. er, workman-like. Can’t win ’em all. I suppose I 
shouldn’t be saying anything at all. Dave may well shred ne 
next time! Uh, hi, uh, Dave!

The highlights were Al and Stephen’s pieces. But then 
you know I go for these journal-type things. Al’s piece was 
particularly resonate for me, with stuff about Christmas and 
moving, and the piece about Marilyn was particularly fine. 
Also loved the Vacation bit. I’d say Al hit it on the head 
for me. Stephen’s piece I liked for the fact that everyone 
had to read between the lines to figure out what he meant. 
Boy, he wasn’t kidding. Midwestern Fandom really has gotten 
discreet!

The secondary thought on both Al and Stephen was: 
these guys sure do love their wives.

Mho is the bizarre Sims guy? His two pieces have to be 
the strangest, yet readable prose, since the last time Gary 
Mattingly put out a SM6. Very strange, man.

Mike Resnick toppled over into great entertainment, as 
well. Mhat started as a blah speech, turned into great read
ing. I bet it had a great delivery, too. Sorry I missed it, 
but then who wants to go to a LosCon? (By the way, Mike, the 
word you were looking for to describe Long Beach is itebri- 
ited.)

As you know: graphic simplicity=easy reading, and it 
worked well here, solid and conservative, just like Cincin
nati.

But now that you have the easy stuff out of the way, I 
look forward to some wild graphic times.
Alright, already! Mill that do for a loc? Yes? Mhew. 
Now. Let’s get down to the personal stuff.

As I started to say, back there on page one, the reason 
I delayed in getting OK was that I was in an accident on my 
motorcycle. I m ok; I was only slightly bruised, but my bike 
was mangled, and it’s been sitting in the shop for weeks 
waiting for Todd to sake the time to repair it and order 
parts, straighten the forks, etc. This left me to hoof it 
and use public transportation; although San Francisco is an 
entirely walkable city, timing and laziness, combined with 
the 4th Of July Holiday (the building ay P0 Box is located 
in was closed the 3rd) created a down time for me for over a 
week.

A more interesting thing: my last girlfriend, Tracy, 
called me about 2 weeks ago, after complete silence for a 
year and a half and asked me out on a date (!), and it was 
very good (Hey, we just 'talked', okay?). She called again, 
and we have another date tomorrow, for breakfast, and a walk 
through the De Young Museum to see the Paul Strand photo ex
hibit. (!!) I never stopped wanting to be with her. Me just 
made some bad mistakes with each other, and hope springs 

eternal; I want the most and the best, but I’ll be satisfied 
with just being pals; she’s a woman important to my life. I 
could tell you stories....

[And 1 need to put corflu all over Danielle’s memory, 
instead of these damned slash thoughts, cover her up and 
write over, through and beyond her...] (But, boy, does she 
make it difficult!) {Such pathos...it’s breaking me heart!)

Your lead in to SLeigh s piece...it should be obvious, 
particularly with your admission in 0K62. to Stephen, and 
everyone else...that you prefer women; I’m sure Stephen has 
taken this into account, and by casual reckoning, rd say he 
probably leans in the same direction! Irec’d 1/14/921 

t: t

8.6.92 My mail box is weird. For two weeks straight I dili
gently check it twice a week. Nothing but junk mail. This 
was particularly frustrating, because the Korle Essay COYOTE 
had been out long enough to gather response. And there has 
been zilch coming in; even worse than usual. I got pissed 
off and decided to stop checking the Box, and came to the 
conclusion that I should stop wasting my money and publish 
COYOTE strictly for Apa-50. and just a very few others. And 
then today, after a week ot Abstinence, I checked the box 
and it was CRAMMED with fanzines, letters, junk mail...but 
no Iocs on COYOTE'. It was a brief respite, and a pleasant 
one, with letters from Eric Mayer, Sutton, Mom, Dad, Simon 
Agree, and your note with the enclosed flaf#5. I enjoyed 
your note tremendously; like I said, never feel obligated 
past a post-it note! These fJaf’s are like little letter 
substitutes, and must appreciated between the major exposi
tions of OK, wheeee! what are we up to now? dreaming of #67 
already! As per your request, I won’t respond to the 'pre
sentation' until it appears in a more sanctified format.

Jeanne Bowman called tonight while I was working on my 
aga-fiftyzine (to invite me out 'on a date with a wild 
blond...uh, not me') and during the course of the call she 
mentioned that Don was writing a TAFF trip report. Of 
course, lights went on, sprockets were spronged and thunder 
clapped in my brain. I said, 'Don is a GREAT writer...Bill 
ought to publish it in OK!" Jeanne said, 'Shod yes! That 
would be great! Bhat a tail spin!* It would be a real hoot 
to see Don in OUTKORLDS. Don is sort of a benign non-fan. 
How he ever got involved with Jeanne I’ll never know!

Bill. This is where you wave the smoke away from your 
face, smile, and take your cue....

As to the 'date with the wild blond* I had to turn her down. 
I have a date with Tracy tomorrow...we’ve been on so many 
since I last wrote...I’d have to say that we are an 'item* 
again, and that I love it!

One of the things that set me free, that sprung me al
most entirely, was that I got a bomb thrown at me over the 
phone a couple of weeks ago. A mutual friend of mine and 
Danielle’s called to tell me..are you ready?...that she and 
Michael J- - - - - - -  had gotten married...and, are you ready?... 
that Danielle was three months pregnant! And Danielle is 
38yo!

That looped me for about two days (yeah, Bill, prog
ress! after five fucking years) and then I gave her the bird 
and said, *1 still love you, I will always love you, but 
it’s time to love again; the new world is really here, 
finally!'

it’s the bottom of the page and i’m getting tired. 
Continued on next.... frec’d 8111/921

t t I

9.21.92 I see by the (above) date that you have about a 
month and a half to get out the next two issues of 00T- 
KORLOSi I feel safe in the knowledge that we can let old 
fanzines lie and that I won’t have to spend precious time 
(recently, THE BEST OF THE MEST, ed., Tony Hillerman, essays 
by Jean Rhys and Bretel Ehrlich, THE SUN DESTROYERS by Ross 
Rockyln, and more...) with 0K62, a big plow if there ever 
was one.
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Life goes on here. Thanks very nuch Tor the letter fron 
your attorney and the note attached. I thought that Has a 
pretty cool letter for an attorney and showed a fair anount 
of aploab on his part. I hope by non that things have set
tled doHn sonewhat and you are actually divorced, and you 
can start trying to really put this ugly thing to rest...not 
that you won’t be gleefully and aaliciously writing about it 
for years to coae, but at least you won’t be living with it 
in your face!

Things with Tracy are a general flip-flop. For the sec
ond tiae since we’ve reunited she’s called off the 'lover' 
aspect of our relationship, and this tiae I feel that it 
will be long-lived, and that we will becoae friends for the 
duration, that, or it will finally bore through her thick 
skull that I’a around for serious, and try trusting ae 
again. Either way it goes, I feel secure in ay own being. 
I’ve coae to a point of loving her, but not being devastat
ed; it feels lire friendship, which has always been a pri- 
aary goal (well, not always...soaetiaes it was on the back 
burner, when the roaance and horaones were colliding), and I 
aade a transition soaewhere in the last aonths that has en
abled ae to safeguard ay heart and accept things as they 
happen, without trying to predeteraine the outcoae.

Meanwhile, I’a bored, listless and busy as hell at work 
...and got a 506 an hour raise; I could use another 50tf as 

well, to really begin trying to save noney. but I really be
lieve the owner when he says that was the best he could do 
for now. It was a gesture, aore than anything, that allowed 
hia to say he understood tne kind of work I was doing. Not 
that I appreciate it, the guy’s a jerk, and I need to switch 
jobs pretty badly, but with the current waning job aarket... 
blah, blah, blah.

Likely to go on a road trip soon, hopefully nid-Octo- 
ber. A sorely needed vacation, and an even aore sorely need
ed travel binge. I haven’t done any goalless wandering and 
sight seeing for about 5 years now...! think that’s a record 
for ae. No wonder I’a goin^ nuts! frec’d 9/26/92J

10.2.92 Halfway toward drunk on a Friday evening. Tracy 
just left. Our first—date?—since she inforaed ae two weeks 
ago that she had started seeing soaeone else. I don’t know 
how it went. I got totally Blue during the course of dinner 
(she cooked) as she aentioned going out and doing things 
with 'George' that I always wanted to do with her, but that 
she would never allow. Soaetiaes I wonder if I’a a nasoch- 
ist. If we aake it through this period, we’ll probably be 
good pals later on down the road.

Doing an assessaent: like you, aost of ay closer 
friends—the ones that I value and treasure the aost--are 
woaen. I don’t really have any close aale friends. I talked 
with Patty last night about it (speaking of dose woaen 
friends) and she suraised that because I’a 'enotional* I 
attract woaen. Soaetiaes I get lonely for that Guy type 
friendship, but what shall be shall be. I’a just ranoling 
on here. Sorry. Good thing it’s on the coaputer. I can 
clean up the drunken typos later!

If 1 believed in karaa and past lives I’d wonder if I 
were being punished by woaen in this life. Why do they do 
these things to ne? All I want to do is love Tracy, but no, 
that’s siaultaneously too sinple, coaplex and real. In the 
exact reverse of your 'general* nale-fenale relationship, 
it’s because I require intinacy that Tracy can not handle 
being with ne, allow herself to be the girl of ny dreans. 
Intinacy denands exposure, exposure neans opening yourself 
up, and Tracy doesn’t like what she sees when she nas to go 
inside of her self, and I only love her nore. the deeper 1 
get. But she can’t handle it. So she goes for 'George', a 
safe bet by a long shot. A nan who probably requires noth
ing—or too nuch, too late. And here I an, dangling—to 
hang uncertainly—wondering who. what, why and where it all 
goes— ‘there she gees, raciag through ny braia—there she 
goes, calliag out ny aane* —*1 love you,' she said, when we 
were hugging, a hug that she asked for. and I’n thinking, 
then why can’t you just love ne without all of these head 
trips, all of this punishnent—of ne and yourself?

Sorry, sorry, sorry, to be laying all of this on you, 
but I’n kinda drunk, and I got your letter yesterday, and 
you’ve been ranbling through ny brain. Nr. Bill Bowers. 
Such strange alliances we nake in life. Mho woulda ever 
thunk that the two Bills would be carrying on a kinda sorta 
correspondence alnost 20 years later fron initial contact? 
Not ne.
10.5.92 I’ve decided to send this letter on. You can han
dle it!

The Traveling Vacation will be the third week of Octo
ber, in the Northern California area. Not being one of those 
obsessive goofball sci-fi con fans, I’ll stay away fron 
Ditto, though I’d dearly love to see you! (And Pa dying to 
neet Linda Michaels—she’s piqued ny interest through m- 
RORLDS and RSIRMMCLR, will she be there? Khat about Chris 
Shernan?)

Thanks for the letter. [rec’d 10/10/921

BILL BOWERS
1.1.93 Nn.:

The prinary 'benefits' of word-processing: 
indecision and hindsight.

I finished 'entering* your letters four days ago. In 
the interin I’ve typed-in tne renainder of this segnent—all 
but the ‘Post-It1 ’colunn’. conpiled (& 'rough-printed*) the 
Index t contents page, collaged the Cover, ran off/deaned- 
up the nasters for Dave Rowe’s article (taking it to the 
copy shop yesterday)...and in general farted around, as I 
pondered on what to say to you...after sharing another slice 
of your life with the others in our little ddtworld...

The prinary 'disadvantage* of word-processing: One as 
decisive as I...can fart-around indefintely...witn panache.

I internally debated including the 'Tracy* naterial.
Not because I’n overly concerned as to whether it is 

politically correct fanzine naterial...but because, in light 
of letters received fron you since the above, well.... The 
last thing I wish to do intentionally...is hurt you.

...1 suppose it boils down to whereas I useo to be able 
to write with honesty and candor of loves (L loves 'lost'), 
I have becone so 'cautious* of late...that I’n ’living* that 
portion of ny life vicariously...thru yours.

Fair? Probably not...but then: You can handle it! 
...just one of the 'benefits' of Friendship, ny friend.

I Also Heard From:
SHERYL BIRKHEAD <> JEANNE BOWMAN: 'You wanna a loc on a 

Sincity oah DUTUORLDS? It’s pretty cool, but I don’t know 
if I can talk to you if you don’t ddntidde Yd nake ne a 
living legend...this year....' <> GAY HALDEMAN <> DAVE HAUGH 
<> MICHELLE liONS <> and <> ERIC MAYER.

There are a few 'joint* 64/63 LoCs in the *In Folder*; 
they’ll be along next tine....

...but there is one letter that is not date-stanped, 
since it didn't cone in an envelope...but was handed to ne: I I I I I I I I I 1 I 111111 1111 111111 I 11 I > I) I 1111 I I 1111 11 1111 f 11111 11 I I I > I > 11 »I 11111111 > 11111 11111111111111 > 1111111} 111 > I > 11111111
ART METZGER

Letters of connent—even when I was active in fandon, a 
very long tine ago. I don’t think I could have written nore 
than one or two. It wasn’t that I didn’t read the fanzines 
1 received, or appreciate then. In fact one of the reasons 
that I got into publishing nyself was so that I would have 
sonething to respond with, sonething to trade, without feel
ing the need to read the fanzines I did enjoy with the ever
present nagging thought that I should be keeping ny eyes 
open for sonething to connent on. That took sone of the 
enjoynent out for ne—I’n not a great critic, and I start to 
feel lost trying to go beyond the point of smply saying I 
liked sonething (or didn’t like sonething). I read fanzines 
for enjoynent, and tried to do fanzines of ny own so I would 
have sonething to give back.

But an all-Cincinnati issue of OUTKORLDS—how can I not 
connent on it. Reading through it nade ne nostalgic. It
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■ade ne niss fanzines, and, to a lesser degree, fandon. And 
it aade ae aiss a lot of people.

There are a lot of people in this all-Cincinnati issue 
of OUTUORLDS that I don’t know. But there are also a nuaber 
of people I was friends with, people I was dose to, people 
I knew in and out of fandoa, soae of whoa, at various tiaes, 
even took ne into their hones. There are people in here that 
I niss a lot, and it nakes ne sad to thinx that we’ve grown 
so far apart.

I’ve probably run into/spent tine with Frank Johnson 
and Joel Zaken nore often in bookstores or record shops than 
I have at CFG neetings or cons. Before Joel noved to Louis
ville he was a custoner in nany stores where I worked, and 
we share sinilar interests in books, nusic, and, to sone de
gree, conics. The sane pretty nuch goes for Frank, in addi
tion to the fact that he was one of the first faneds to pub
lish one of ny short stories in his fanzine, SCHWOB. It 
was good to read both their colunns, and to know that both 
are doing well.

Paula Robinson and Rick McCollun I also know fron their 
being regular customers in various places I worked than fron 
any fanmsh connections, though Rick did illustrate sone- 
thm| of nine a long tine ago in Reed Andrus’s fanzine, HAR-

I got to spend a day with Rick several nonths ago when 
his first 'Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtle' book cane out. He 
was in the store where I worked at the tine, signing books, 
doing sketches, and basically being generous in encouraging 
a lot of young conics fans and would-be artists. It was a 
very enjoyable day.

Ano I was working at yet another bookstore when Paula 
sold her first story to ANALOG, and I renenber how happy she 
was when she cane with the news.

Al Curry I’ve co-edited a fanzine with, collaborated on 
a short story, worked with at the Public Library downtown 
(where he insists that he renenbers ae playing practical 
jokes on various people, even though I an far too serious- 
ninded to stoop to such frivolities (which aeans that Joe 
really did get shorter every day, and the hedge really did 
die). He also opened up his house to ne one tine when I 
really needed it, and let ne live on his third floor when I 
had no other place to go. He is one of the people I don’t 
see nearly as often as I’d like, and I do niss nin.

The other people I niss are Steve and Denise Parsley 
Leigh. I net then at a CFG neeting, got to know then a lot 
nore quickly and easily than I do nost people. 1 owe both 
of then a lot. They got ne through sone bad tines, sone
tines just by being there for ne, once by letting ne stay 
with then for awhile while I straightened sone things out in 
ny life. I’n not quite sure why we grew apart. All I know 
is that the tine we were close is a tine I’ll always treas
ure, and that I think about both of then a lot and really do 
niss then.

Bill Bowers! what can I say. I’n sharing your house 
now, an arrangenent which I hope has autual benefits. It 
was an arrangenent I was really uncertain of when Don and 
Tanya Carter suggested it, both because I needed a cheaper 
place and they thought you night be able to use the help 
with the rent, etc., as well as having soneone actually in 
the house nore often for security reasons.

It’s working out great for ne. I’ve got the conputer 
set up. I’ve changed the address on stories as I send then 
out, I’ve nade friends (nore or less) with your cat (espe
cially when i’n eating), and I don’t feel like I’n in tne 
way, which is sonething I was really afraid of, since 1 
really hoped that ny days of depending on soneone else for a 
place to live were over. But I hope the situation is going 
to be nutually beneficial, and not just sonething to sake 
things easier on ne.

The one thing that is strange about it, Bill, is all 
the fanzines you’re leaving around the house for ne to look 
at, alaost as if you’ve decided to try to get ae back into 
fandoa. The next thing you know you’ll be expecting a let
ter of connent on the stack of OUTUORLDS you gave ne.

What nore can I say, but 'Thanks'. [10121/92]

BILL BOWERS! Post-It Notes/all in a column

1.2.93 ...when Tanya first 'suggested'...1 was probably 
even less 'enthuastic' than you: After the Store I 

had grown used to the peace and solitude Add Abt hAJ/lAb tb 
^bttli/ tttb iA tbb AfiibiAi/ of living alone. Unrepentant 
con-goer that I an, I’n still by inclination nore a 'hernit" 
than not. In ny own way, I deal with Life, but I do so by 
phasing-out while recharging the batteries....

...you cone L go, i/M pWiWWy W Nd W Mdddd (Wd 
rtidYdg HdHdVUddd id m Wwddd, know a lot of the sane 
Re that I know, dddl/ W i bddWWdd, and don’t seen to

1 that upset at the stacks of books/nagazines/fanzines 
that are replacing the left-over knicknacks fron the pre
vious adnimstration. No, Art, I have absolutely no problen 
with being DM LAttbt/b tbpLktbbbbt half of Cincinnati’s 2nd 
Cutest Couple.

My only 'conplaint' was that I was unprepared for hear
ing a voice directly behind ne, as I introspectively typed- 
away. (1 was conditioned to anything but quiet.) At first 
I was going to buy you a bell to announce your arrival, but 
instead I’ve sinply rotated the conputer hutch 90’....

Your presence has aade the tranua of noving nore renote 
and that is Good. My only Request:

Please don’t spray-paint ny cat brown....
[I used to have a brown cat; that’s a different tale.]

As Life Goes On: I nanaged to get 0W63 out by Ditto, in ny 
carefully crafted way of staying up endless hours ano naking 
nyself sick. (So what’s new/old, he said, having left the 
New Year’s Eve party early, sick...and having 'skipped' the 
one last night....] <> Sunday afternoon; Ditto: Art had so 
foolishly agreed to tote sone stuff 'hone', and as I went to 
lift ny ditto (how ironic) fron the table to carry it out to 
his car..., well Mister-everything-but-back-trouble can say 
that no longer. <> The next norning, early: the Final Di
vorce thingee: MMr. Bowers is a nenber of this science fic
tion group...they put on conventions...and he pockets the 
profits....1 <> That Thursday night I flew to New Orleans-- 
the first tine since nilitary days I flew without a con at 
the end--and I’d love to go back...when I have any degree of 
nobility at all. <> I’ve been in pain before: I had double- 
pneunonia, I alaost drowned, I’ve hyperventilated nore than 
once...and I’ve even pulled nusdes (thbtf-btfl before. But 
never have I been in such pain, for so long: it’s only been 
the past three weeks that I’ve been able to nove about with
out wincing. <> (Soneday...I’n going to use that ditto.) <> 
The divorce papers cane in early NovenbeFTisting That Which 
I Nas To Get Back. <> I waited. I went upstate to visit ny 
nother for Thanksgiving. I waited. <> I was naking 'plans1 
to buy a 24-printer, even though I still owe friends. <> Dec 
3rd: Her lawyer called. I could 'pick-up' My Stuff Saturday 
the 5th. <> Tanya, Sean, and Art went in. I didn’t, 1 held 
the outside door...but I had to sign a receipt (sight un
seen) before they were permitted to tote anything out. <> 
What I Got Back: The quilt and pillows ny nother had nade 
before losing her sight; the floral arrangenent fron ny 
father’s funeral; two VCRs; two TVs (the 'good' one hao had 
the power cord cut and speakers ripped out); approxinately 
half the video tapes; 100 CDs (but neither of tne CD- 
players, one of which had been a birthday 'gift* fron her- 
to-ne); the two typewriters; the Anstrad (it powers-up but 
the printer won’t work); the Kaypro One; Ino software or 
data disks for either 'conputer!....

What I didn’t 6et Back: Yes...I do have a 'list'....
Oh. I did get ny little daisy-wheel printer back, and 

once Don Carler extracted a foreign chuck of 'netal' and 
replaced the broken-off knob...: Prelie results next page.

So endeth the narriage fron hell.
oh, it’ll nag and irritate for years, but at least the scab 

is forning...and if I don’t scratch at it too nuch....
For now: I’ve all sorts of grandious pTahs/hopes/dreans 

for 1993. My Life Goes On. May yours be equally hopeful!
...so, until the 23rd (tgaspl) Annish: Take Care —Bill
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Our Frank

He was the last regular link with the original Lon
don Circle. He was the keeper of the visitors' book. 
He was a methuselahic Peter Pan, a pint-sized Mister 
Micawber. Practically everyone who had passed 
through The Globe's and The One Tun's portals on 
each months first Thursday night had known him and 
his radiantly pert smile, yet to quote Arthur 0. 
Clarke he was also "the most invisible person I ever 
met!" and Ted (E.C.) Tubb recalled "he was a very 
lonely person who was unable to allow people into 
his private world. In other words a typical fan of 
his time—as are many of his generation." The num
ber who knew him 'at home' could be counted on the 
fingers of two hands.

To visit him there was like stepping into a 
living time-capsule.

Time had ended in the fifties.
The furniture was sturdy and comfortable, no 

modern trends or fashions had intruded. There was 
no telephone and notably no TV (definitely no VCR or 
even a stereo system). The wallpaper pattern—com
plete with frieze-border—could have come from any
time between 1930 to the late fifties. There were 
however a few clues that told you that you had not 
slipped into the past. The transistor radio, for 
one. The latest World Wildlife Fund magazine for 
another. The current edition of the Radio Times and 
the satirical Private Eye, and amongst his books 
that filled all of one wall could be found more than 
one volume encased in a recent dust-jacket. There 
tightly packed like bands of a predominantly brown 
spectrum were biographies of press barons (from his 
days on Fleet Street), war memoirs (recalling Brit
ain's finest hour and his days of glory in the Home 
Guard), theatre (which he loved—"Have you read 
George Bernard Shaw's "Back To Methuselah"? That is 
true science fiction." And a plaster frieze of GBS 
winks down from the wall opposite, "A present from 
an old friend in fandom, gone now unfortunately."). 
Then there were biographies of royalty and politi
cians (mainly left-wing, "Nevertheless, the back
bone of history is biography."), sport, American 
philosophy, American essayists, editorial cartoons 
(especially Low) and a book of Hokusai paintings, 
not some johnny-come-lately slick paper card-bound 
job but a hardback edition with tipped-in prints 
released before World War II.

His fiction collection was filled with Hugo, 
Kersh, Kipling and Trollope, but that was in the 
library. Stepping into that room was another revela
tion. As you entered, there on the left hand wall 
were three 8x10 pictures, one above the other: 
Winston Churchill sporting his V-for-Victory sign; 
Neil Armstrong grinning under his post-lunar mous
tache; and a photograph of H.G. Wells just a few 
months before he died (and that was a photograph, 
not a print. Some fellow worker at the News Chron
icle had saved it from the developing room floor to 
present to Frank).

But what caught your eye was to the right; 
myriads of early science fiction, Verne and Weils 
resplendent in gaudy Edwardian bindings and his fan
tasy collection, first editions of WORLD OF TOMOR
ROW, DEVIL TREE OF ELDORADO, URANIA, ISLANDIA and A 
VOYAGE TO ARCTURUS.

by
Dave
Rowe

[The opinions expressed in this article are not 
(necessarily) those of the subject unless otherwise 
indicated and they aren't (necessarily) those of the 
writer either.]





edge of the classics had unexpected 
meeting of the London Circle a chance 
ase "in the spring a young man's fancy 
to thoughts of love" had Frank naming 
uthor (Alfred, Lord Tennyson) and the 

■i ("Locksley Hall") but also sent him 
ird-perfect recitation, complete with 
itures, from that long poem. At the 

z;7/i7.efly basking in the amazement and ap- 
preciatron—or'his audience, he pointed out that it 
was a piece of true utopian writing... "Till the 
war-drum throbb'd no longer, and the battle flags 
were furl'd. In the Parliament of man, the Federa
tion of the world."

When an impromptu chorus of Gilbert and 
Sullivan was started in jest he dropped his conver
sation and immediately joined in the singing.

Whenever he had a point to make he would puff 
up his chest, smile, raise his eyebrows and point 
upwards, Although it must be added that the portent 
of his contributions to conversations often seemed 
directly inverse to the quantity of beer he con
sumed, and at the end of a circle meeting he would 
leave with his eyes even brighter and rounder than 
usual, a broad smile on his face and a perceivable 
stagger to his step.

1914 - 1939

From Gotha Blitzes to the City of Machines, 
via Joe Lyons'.

Frank Arnold was born Francis Joseph Eric Edward 
Arnold in East Ham, a borough of London, just as 
1914 was starting and although he managed to survive 
"Zeppelin and Gotha blitzes" he fared less well by 
his own actions. At the age of two he was the pro
verbial baby playing with the not-so-proverbial 
matches and set his cot ablaze. He lost his right 
thumb and index finger and his middle finger was 
stunted at the joint.

School was under the strict tutorage of a 
religious order, the net result of which was he 
promptly turned atheist. "These two extremes of 
human outlook being the dominant influence" of his 
life for at least the next twenty years if not for a 
whole lifetime.

With the promise of eternal life hereafter gone 
like a burst bubble Frank found hope in the promise 
of a utopia on earth forged from science and social
ism. His newfound 'faith' was further enhanced by 
the discovery of Amazing Stories at the age of 14.

Despite his crippled hand he found apprentice
ship with a suburbian architect. "Proving a failure 
after some three years of study" he left with little 
more to show than a growing regard for the works of 
Frank Lloyd Wright.

He then found himself "drift(ing) through vari
ous offices" at the very worse time... the 
Depression.

It ended the nation's first Labour (Socialist) 
government, replacing it first with a coalition, 
then a Tory cabinet, while the post-Great-War-phrase 
"a home fit for heroes" turned to dust in the mouth. 
The unemployment was staggering and the only 'help
ing hand' held out was the hated 'Means Test'.[l]
1--------------------------------------------------
The 'Means Test' was a process by which the 'bene

ficiaries' had to sell themselves into abject pover
ty. Usually hard-earned furniture and other proper
ty that had been saved for over many years had to be 
sold off before one could claim a derogatory sub
sistence payment. This left an indelible memory on 
many of the nation's 'working class'.

In the thirties, as Frank left his teenage 
years, he eventually "drifted" into a lowly position 
in the news industry with a national newsreel com
pany. Today the cinema newsreels are anachronisms, 
bloated with fluff and tinged with bias, yet during 
the Depression the local flicks offered a cheap 
escape from the real world and the newsreel was the 
ordinary man's only window on the world,[2] but 
Frank was not satisfied with the job.

"The newsreel might have provided adequate 
training in the trade if I had been free to read the 
papers fully and carefully for a couple of hours 
every morning. I should then have learnt something 
about their individual character and atmosphere, and 
learnt to discriminate between individual stories 
that were suitable for one or another, as well as 
for the reel itself. I should have acquired some de
gree of expertness, and perhaps have become of some 
value to the company. But of course the bosses were 
far too stupid to understand such a thing. Any at
tempt at careful reading, which would have taken a 
little more time, would have been abused as laziness 
and I should have been piled with more and more 
useless chores. I just had to learn what I could 
from the hasty skimmings of the Dawn Patrol."

If work was a drudgery at least the social side 
of Frank's life was 'looking up'.

In 1937 a very small group of SF fans scattered 
about the country had come together to form the Sci
ence Fiction Association "to forward the aims and 
objects of science fiction in this country". The 
founding members of its motley London Branch in
cluded Arthur C. Clarke, Ted (John) Carnell, Wally 
(Walter) Gillings and Frank, who was executive sec
retary for a time.

"Its members, full of ardour and excitability, 
made drastic demands and counter-demands upon each 
other. Nobody, unfortunately, had any clue as to 
what the 'aims and objects of science fiction' 
were."

One of the exchanges of "drastic demands" be
tween the Londoners on the 'provincials' (from 
Liverpool and Eastleigh) was recalled by Sam Youd: 
"I seem to remember (Frank) observing with scorn 
that we were so uncommercial we couldn't sell eggs 
...to our grandmother, which struck me as true but 

irrelevant ... Thereafter our contacts were minor, 
but pleasant."

While the warclouds gathered and Neville Cham
berlain declared "Peace in our time", the London 
Branch met where they could.

"There were no luxurious haunts or club-rooms 
for the members of the Association.[3] The Lon
doners met in the Lyons tea-shops of Holborn, wan
dering from one to another talking science-fiction 
until it was time to go home. Then ... Arthur Clarke 
and Bill (William F.) Temple set up home in a large 
bachelor flat along Gray's Inn Road and kept open 
house for their friends every Friday."

One tale of the Gray's Inn Road Days was 
Arthur's legendary radio; the volume control was 
broken, so he put it in a small cupboard at the end 
of his couch and increased or decreased the decibels 
2-------------------------------------------------  

It is noticeable that BBC TV called its short news 
round-up 'Television Newsreel' up until the early 
sixties and the BBC World Service retained the title 
'Radio Newsreel' for its original version until 
September 1988 when it dropped the redundant word 
'Radio'.
3-------------------------------------------------------
Although Syd(ney) Bounds and Ted Tubb remember 

there were regular meetings in Druid's Hall with its 
replica of Stonehenge.



by operating the cupboard's door with his foot.
Ted Carnell meantime was editing his legendary 

fanzine New Worlds (to which Frank contributed) and 
Wally Gillings began Britain's first SF prozine, 
Tales of Wonder, a quarterly that in the summer of 

39 included Frank's short story "City of Machines". 
Seeing his name in print at last must have brought 
that broad smile to Frank's face, but smiles were 
short-lived in the summer of 1939.

1939 - 1945

Open House, Home Guard, Home Front 
and 3,500,000 Homes Destroyed 

With the outbreak of the Second World War the entire 
London Branch 'went into uniform', with the excep
tion, of Frank whose crippled right hand made him 
ineligible for enlistment. So he declared his "book- 
filled flat off Baker Street" open house and any fan 
on leave or with a pass that allowed him enough time 
to reach London made it a welcome stop-over, "(it) 
became, in its way, a minor echo of Gray's Inn 
Road."

Meantime Frank kept in correspondence with such 
circle members as Sam Youd who had been 'flung fur
ther afield', while Michael Rosenblum in Leeds kept 
the whole of British Fandom in touch with each other 
by somehow regularly garnering enough paper to con
tinue his fanzine The Futurian War Digest. This 
despite.the stringent paper rationing which scuttled 
Wally Gillings' Tales of Wonder.

Unable to join the regular armed forces Frank 
joined.the Home Guard. "I know there's a lot of 
talk ridiculing the Home Guard but we were well 
trained crack troops," he would say with a lot of 
pride bolstered in his chest.

The popular view was much different, people 
referred to the Home Guard as 'Dad's Army' because 
it was made up of those who were too old (or too in
firm) to see proper service and a few in 'restricted 
occupations'. Some of the latter referred to their 
compatriots as 'a bunch of old age pensioners play
ing boy scouts' and it was not unknown for a 
trooper' to turn up for duty with an umbrella or a 

walking stick![4]
Oddly enough, George Orwell who served with the 

Home Guard also had good things to say of them and 
saw them as the possible makings of a revolutionary 
army. Although Orwell has become known as one of 
communism's.greatest critics he was himself a left
winger who.in his own words wrote "directly or indi
rectly .against totalitarianism and for democratic 
Socialism as T understand it", but Frank never 
thought much of George Orwell or his writings: "I 
knew his work well enough from contributions to the 
New.Statesman and the like. I could never take him 
seriously—just an opinionated bore, like a lot of 
hacks of that time."

More to Frank's liking were the writings of 
Michael Foot, especially GUILTY MEN which named and 
verbally tore in to those who had left Britain ill- 
prepared for that inevitable war.

Rationing became the way of life. The weekly 
rations per person were—believe it or not—Bacon or
Ham 4ozs, Butter 4ozs, Cooking Fat 2ozs, Marg. 2ozs, 
Sugar 12ozs, Tea 2ozs, plus One Shilling and Ten 
Pence worth of Meat (about 40 cents worth!).

Then 'The Phony War' suddenly gave way to 
shocking reality in the spring of 1940. Europe was 
suddenly 'crushed under the Nazi jack-boot', Britain 
stood alone' (except for the whole Empire and a few 

other allies), Churchill became prime minister of a 
coalition.government and Hitler met his first major 
failure with the Battle of Britain. His retaliation 
was the Blitz. As St. Paul's dome stood defiant 
amongst the fire and smoke, city dwellers spent 
their nights in the black-out under stairs, tables 
or bomb shelters listening to wailing sirens and 
earth shattering explosions amid the whistles of 
approaching bombs, lilhen the whistles got louder one 
could only pray none of them had 'your number on

□ne wag said the three forces that held Britain 
together were Churchill (for his radio speeches), 
J.B. Priestly (with his Sunday evening radio talks), 
and David Low's editorial cartoons. Frank was a fan 
of all three but to him (and most others) there was 
a fourth: the radio show 'ITMA' ('It's That Man 
Again'). A bagatelle-like comedy, it starred Tommy 
Handley and made him the best-loved war-time comic. 
The show's script-writer was the now near forgotten 
Ted Kavanagh, whom Frank readily compared to the 
best humorists of his day, such as Fougasse and Nat 
Gubbins, as well as Low.[5]

During the early days of the war Frank trans
ferred to the morning daily News Chronicle, "a news
paper which believed in the equality of man." His 
entire job (which was night shift) was to sit in a 
little booth by a phone, take the incoming calls 
from reporters, hurriedly jot down their stories and 
immediately rush them to the copy editor. He had to 
be fast, he had to be accurate. It was an extremely 
taxing employment and he was to keep up this high
paced ferment for nigh-on three decades!

The 'Chronicle' also proved to be a lesson in 
the two-faceness of real-life politics: often a left 
wing star reporter would pass through the copy room 

nose in the air, not deeming to even acknowledge 
the existence of us plebeians. So much for that 
newspaper's stance."

Frank, however, had some success with his own 
writings and sold a few of his short stories to SF 
magazines in the States.

Miraculously "when peace broke out in 1945 they 
(the SFA) were all still alive and physically 
undamaged."

4------------------------------------
The Home Guard's main function was to supplement 

the police and army's lesser duties, mainly sentry 
work and in the case of an invasion engage and har
ass the enemy until 'the regulars' arrived, in which 
case they would have been little better than cannon 
fodder.
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It's hard to overestimate the love the British 
public had for 'IIMA'. (In format Fred Allen's 
'Allen's Alley' was the nearest U.S. comedy to it, 
but '...Alley seems as slow as a snail compared to 
the rapid-fire gags of Kavanagh's machine-gun wit.') 
'ITMA's' audience numbered 11 million; popular leg
end had it that the only time the BBC held back its 
like-clockwork on—the-hour six-o'-clock news broad
cast was one day in 1949 to confirm the death of 
Tommy Handley. Thousands turned out to his funeral 
where some normally restrained Britons tore flowers 
from the wreaths as final mementos.





...wartime '44 - at the News Chronicle 
Frank is the only real worker 
(in shirt sleeves - far right)

1945 - 1948

With Armageddon Behind Us & 4ozs of Bacon 
a Week Each; The Birth of New Worlds.

St. Paul's dome now stood over a metropolitan land
scape pot-marked by bomb-sites and demolished build
ings. Walls of wood, mainly built from salvaged 
doors, stood surrounding topless basements.

Even before Japan was defeated Churchill had 
been ousted.[6]

The move away from the Tories was tremendous, 
two London boroughs even sent to the House of Par
liament a couple of Communist M.P.s—not Trotskyists 
in Labour clothing but actually elected on the 
'Communist ticket'. Journalist Michael Foot (of 
'Guilty Men' fame) also gained a Labour seat.

Although no one was mouthing 'a home fit for 
heroes' again, there was a sense of a New World to 
build but Britain's prize for 'winning the war' was 
the continuation of power cuts, rationing would last 
well into the next decade and a war debt that would 
not be paid off until the next century! And from 
amongst the bomb-sites and blitzed factories Clement 
Attlee was supposed to build a demi-utopia of peace 
and prosperity.
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Many people outside of Britain were amazed that 

the country chose his rival Clement Attlee (whom 
Churchill described as "a modest man, with much to 
be modest about") but Churchill was a great war time 
leader and head of a coalition government. As head 
of the Conservatives he had to answer for what they 
had done for the ordinary and poor people during the 
Depression. What they had done was the Means Test 
and little more.



"With Armageddon and the release of atomic 
energy so recently behind us, we look ahead anxious
ly to see what lies in store."

What seemed to be in store for 32-year-old 
Frank was largely a continuation of "a sedentary 
affair of reading and writing ... with an enormous 
and scattered circle of friends ... (including) a 
transient writers' circle ... which met for a while 
at a club in the depths of Soho." There Frank be
came acquainted with Stephen D. Frances, the free
lance publisher of Pendulum (paperback) Press and 
whose writings under the nom de plume Hank Janson 
made him famous as 'the British Mickey Spillane'. 
He has .been conservatively depicted as "not a very 
nice character", but Frank always had nothing but 
good to say of him, they got along so well that 
Stephen Frances gave Frank the editorship of his 
'Popular Spacetime Series', which started with a 
collection of Frank's own short stories and was 
followed by "Other Eyes Watching" by Polton Cross (a 
pseudonym of John Russell Fearn).

Frank recalled "Very soon after, (Frances) 
having read a few more copies of Astounding and 
Galaxy ... was on fire with enthusiasm for the new 
STF magazine which he intended to publish — and for 
which he had only the paper and printers; no 
authors, no stories, nothing.__

"Then, out of the blue, (he) proposed that I 
edit his new science fiction magazine. Hastily 
demurring, for I had no qualifications, I suddenly 
recollected that my friend John (Ted) Carnell had 
left the Army only two days before and possessed 
most valuable property, in the form of some type
script stories for an abandoned magazine to be call
ed New Worlds. And so, one grey afternoon in Janu
ary 1946, we met at Charing Cross and hurried down 
the slushy Strand to the Pendulum offices in Lin
coln's Inn, where — over noggins ... amid much 
argument, excitement, misunderstanding and enthus
iasm, the new science fiction magazine was born."[7] 

New Worlds was to be Britain's premier and 
longest-running SF magazine.[8]

Not that its first issue would have led anyone 
to predict that. It sold only one-fifth of its 
print-run. Ted Carnell put it down to lack of pub
licity and a bad 'house artist' cover, so when the 
second issue became a sell out Hl was re-issued with 
a new cover and soon all 12,000 remaining copies 
were bought up.

1946 also saw the London Branch's 'big reunion' 
at The Shamrock in Fetter Lane, where it became 
self-apparent that there was "no desire at all to 
revive the Science Fiction Association ... with 
secretary, treasurer, subscriptions and the rest of

7-------------------------------------------------
While acknowledging Frank's account of this meet

ing, Rob Hansen's Then recounts this as a chance 
meeting in Fleet Street with Frank immediately tak
ing Ted Carnell to met Stephen Frances, but Frank 
wrote about the incident twice (in 1954 and 1971) 
each time stating the meeting with Frances was pre
arranged. Apart from it being unlikely in those 
formal days that one would suddenly present a fellow 
to your publisher's as your choice to be his editor 
without any prior appointment or warning, it should 
be noted that Frank's 1954 account of this event was 
edited by Ted Carnell.
g-------------------------------------------------
Ted Carnell also became editor of a singularly 

short fantasy series for Pendulum, starting and 
finishing with his own anthology JINN & J1TTEKS.

The new informal Circle grew so big that they 
had to move their weekly meetings "across the road 
to the greater spaces of The White Horse, which had 
a dining room not used in the evening." 'Newcomers' 
there included the likes of A. Bertram Chandler and 
Ted Tubb but the most notable was probably the new 
landlord Lew Mordecai ("an ex-sea man but totally 
unlike one imagines an ex-mariner to be" as Vin/ 
Clarke was to say, "being scholarly and balding.")

"Lew soon made himself a leading member in the 
Circle, not only as the official host but as 'one of 
the boys'."

"For Ted Carnell, with a real live magazine on 
his hands and only his spare time in which to work 
on it, every meeting was an editorial conference. 
It was a grand sight to see him expounding art and 
literature over tankards to the bright-eyed hope
fuls; and it is heartening to realise how many of 
them subsequently made good as authors or artists. 
And all the while the room was vibrating with talk, 
argument and discussion about SF."

Frank's theatrical bent suddenly became more 
time consuming and even sent him off to the prov
inces as a stage manager. Sam Youd remembers him 
returning to The White Horse "with a pretty girl who 
I gathered for a time was engaged to him."

Outside of the Circle the world was becoming 
steadily less rosy. As 1947 started with one of the 
harshest and longest winters on record there were 
two million unemployed, many of the factories that 
had stayed on-line during the worst of the blitz 
were now closed and boarded up. All essentials were 
still rationed and each and every day at least one 
part of Britain experienced a power cut. Even 
Christmas had brought little joy, there was a 100% 
tax on toys.

Standing
Ted (John) Carnell 

Seated (immediately behind)
Walt Willis



Commerce as a whole was sinking into the ice 
age of Austerity, and Pendulum Publications was 
feeling the pinch."

Pendulum Publications were a little expensive, 
being a small house publication. Two Shillings 
bought 118 pages where as a Penguin Paperback sup
plied up to double the page length and established 
authors for two-thirds the price.

"Before the firm closed down in 1947 a third 
issue of New Worlds appeared and confirmed the maga
zine's success.

"The irony of the situation was appreciated, 
but not enjoyed, by the promoters. They talked it 
over, week after week, at the bar of The White Horse 
until at last, in humour rather than hope, someone 
suggested that the group form its own company and 
publish the magazine themselves. The idea was all 
the more startling because none of those present had 
thought about going into business on their own; and 
whilst all of them were respectably settled in life, 
none of them were plutocrats. Nevertheless, a hand
ful pooled their resources and in 1948 Nova Publica
tion emerged as the proprietors of New Worlds."

1949 - 1957

From Winston Smith and the Success of Friends to 
Harry Purvis and Utter Bilge.

From its inception in the pulps of the twenties 
right through to the late seventies reading science 
fiction was generally considered even worse than 
reading cowboy stories though not quite as bad as 
perusing pornography. So it is not surprising that 
the first post-war classic of SF writing was never 
published under that label, especially when it came 
from such an unexpected source. George Orwell's 1984 
hit the die-hard socialists extremely hard and ex
tremely accurately. One of their number pointed to 
it as "a million votes for the Tories" and Frank 
agreed. "(George Orwell) was just another of those 
left-wing turn-coats who weren't doing so well out 
of Attlee's socialist government and snarled their 
resentment."

Attlee had been unable to do the impossible but 
he had overseen two major changes that were to shape 
Britain for decades after; the country's conversion 
to a welfare state and the start of the dismantle
ment of the British Empire. None of which could be 
undone, even when Churchill's blistering attacks on 
'Queuephoria' brought him back into Number Ten Down
ing Street.

Meantime, Frank had returned to Fleet Street 
and could be found at The White Horse still rampant
ly atheistic and talking enthusiastically about 
working on his major opus — a history of fantasy.

New faces were always turning up at the weekly 
meets but some of Frank's longtime friends were 
disappearing, mainly due to their own success.

In '49 William F. Temple wrote a highly suc
cessful though now all-but-forgotten SF-love story 
entitled "The Four-sided Triangle"" and eventually 
moved to nearby Kent ('the Garden of England').

In '51 Arthur C. Clarke came out with a popular 
non-technical book on space-travel THE EXPLORATION 
OF SPACE which was to keep in print for years after
wards and allowed him to start globe trotting. In 
the same year Circle member John Beynon Harris, 
writing as John Wyndham, authored THE DAY OF THE 
TRIFFIDS. To quote Frank "(it) wrung astonished 
praise from experienced reviewers, some of which 
were ready to hail the advent of a second H.G. 
Wells."

Joan, Ann, & Bill 
(William F.) Temple

[late '40s / early 50s]



Left to Right: John Beynon Harris (John Wyndham), Ted Carnell (John Carnell), 
Frank Arnold (from the nose up),

Arthur C. Clarke and future co-author Bob Silverberg (Robert Silverberg).
Bert Campbell (editor of Authentic Science Fiction)

Ted Tubb (E. C. Tubb) and Jimmy Rattigan (Nebula cover artist)



Mike Wilson [early '50s]

Stephen D. Frances "on the strength of his Hank 
Janson royalties moved himself to Spain. Returning 
on just one occasion, when he was accused of pornog
raphy. However, he proved he'd sold the rights to 
the name Hank Janson long before the offending piece 
was written, so he won the case and happily returned 
to Espana."

Sam Youd, now better known to SF readers as 
John Christopher, penned a provocative best seller 
THE DEATH OF GRASS but it wasn't until the film 
rights payment arrived that his accountant told him 
to either move to a tax-haven or watch nearly all 
his earnings flitter into the government's coffers. 
He chose the.former and moved to the Channel 
Islands.

But while authors were meeting individual suc
cess "New Worlds had difficult passages in its first 
seven years"; fortunately in 1953 it was "taken on 
by an established company and published on a regular 
basis with Carnell as full time editor."

Les Flood [1952]

As Brian 
Carnell) knew

Aldiss was to write later, "(Ted 
nothing about literature; but he did 

know what he liked ... Carnell being Carnell, the 
magazines appeared with scrupulous regularity" which 
was one of the reasons New Worlds survived the fif
ties while Nebula fell by the way-side.

It was also during '53 that the London Circle 
moved a few blocks north to Hatton Gardens in Lon
don s 'diamond district'. The cause for this exodus 
was Lew Mordecai's transfer to become landlord of 
The Globe (a pub which coincidentally his father had 
once managed). Rather than lose their favorite host 
the whole company packed its traps and trooped 

round the corner to join him....
But Ted Carnell's editorial conferences were 

no more. He was now working on New Worlds full time, 
and gradually his attendances diminished. Eventu
ally they ceased altogether and he faded away into a 
legend of The Globe, a hero-figure of olden days."



With such literary success abounding, Ted Tubb 
(who had just begun to sell his own stories) tried 
to get Frank to "dive in the pool ... at that time 
anything labelled SF would have sold though the 
money was terrible. Still it was money and fame of 
a kind and it seemed to me the most natural thing in 
the world for Frank, who'd had experience, to join 
the boom. But, it seemed, Frank was too busy pur
suing his research for his intended Magnum Opus. At 
least that's what he told people and who could doubt 
him? I didn't, and for years used to ask him about 
his progress etc. I really meant it because, to me, 
Frank gave the impression of a man dedicated to an 
ideal; one who had learned his trade and was simply 
assembling his material. To me, as an aspiring hack 
trying to learn as I earned, such an attitude was 
almost Olympian and it was a long time before I 
realised that I was doing Frank no favour by my 
genuine interest."

The mid-fifties saw rationing come to an end. 
With sugar now freely available the average consump
tion per person per week rose to seven pounds! The 
British have a very sweet tooth, when they have any 
teeth left at all that is.

But come '56 there was a political souring.
Churchill's replacement, Anthony Eden, took an 

imperial stance during the short Suez crisis and 
split Britain far worse than the Vietnam war ever 
did the United States. Eden in turn resigned due to 
ill health and was replaced by Harold ('Winds of 
Change') Macmillan, who, despite looking like an 
infirm bloodhound, was a much more perceptive and 
'liberal' prime minister.

A year later TALES OF THE WHITE HART appeared 
in Ballantine Paperbacks much to the delight of The 
Globe's Thursday night regulars, being a collection 
of Arthur Clarke's short stories cobbled together in 
a Bradburyque manner by recalling the raconteurs of 
the London Circle. Real author's names and pseudo
nym's were used and the odd fan's name appeared 
slightly altered, but the chief scheherazde was one 
Harry Purvis. A couple of decades later Frank was 
heard to say that he thought Purvis was based on 
himself but that was after downing several pintfuls 
and it should be noted that Arthur said "I based the 
background (and some of the incidental characters) 
on The White Horse." Purvis is not an incidental 
character.

It was also at that time that the Astronomer 
Royal's declaration that space travel was "utter 
bilge" was totally disproven when the western world 
stood slack-jawed as Khrushchev's moribund Russia 
put Sputnik into orbit around the earth.[9]

The dreams of space flight that Frank and his 
companions had held for years were beginning to come 
true, far faster than anticipated.

9-------------------------------------------------
With the obvious exceptions of "A small step for 

man..." and "Houston, we have a problem", the most 
renowned astronautical quote (in Britain) is Sir 
Richard Woolley's January '56 remark calling space 
travel "utter bilge". When Sputnik went up in Octo
ber '57 practically every newspaper repeated it. 
Since then it has echoed down the corridors of sci
ence and no doubt when the ex-Astronomer Royal dies 
every obituary will quote it yet again, which is a 
bitter unfairness as he said it after a long and 
tiring air trip when he suddenly found himself in 
the midst of some overzealous reporters. To add 
injury to insult the remark was supposed to be 'off- 
the-record '.

left to right

Forrest J Ackerman 
Ken Chapman 
Lyell Crane 

1'51]

Fred Brown (British fan; not U.S. author) 
& Frank Arnold 

['52 - '57]
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1958 - 1969

Visitations & Changes; Miss Spain at The Globe 
and Mister Armstrong on the Moon

In the late fifties the British Empire started its 
real (and rapid) evolution into a Commonwealth.[10] 
Meantime, with its attendance thinning, the Circle 
decided meeting once a month was far more appealing 
than once a week, so the First Thursday meets were 
instigated.

One of Frank's favorite tales of that time was 
Nancy Spain's visit to The Globe. The Circle had 
from time to time attracted such luminaries as Pro
fessor A.M. Low and C.S. Lewis, but Nancy Spain was 
the best known female journalist in Britain and her 
status was added to by her numerous TV and radio 
appearances.[11]
10-------------------------------------------------

A process described by top journalist James 
Cameron as usually taking the rebel leader out of 
prison and shipping him to Buckingham Palace to have 
tea with the Queen, then shipping him back and plac
ing him in charge of the country in question. Mr. 
Cameron failed to add that the leader then usually 
became a despot and/or was replaced by one in a 
bloody coup.

11-------------------------------------------------
Britain only had two TV channels and two popular 

radio stations so once you got on any of those your 
fame was practically assured. Stay on them and you 
became as much a part of every household as York
shire pudding and the Flit spray.

She arrived at the Globe with Anthony Hern, the 
literary editor of the 'Daily Express' (she was also 
his leading book reviewer), and proceeded to blend 
in with the Circle having a happy and informal time 
till closing time. "It was obvious that she had a 
genuine liking for SF," said Frank, "though you 
would never have thought so from her article in the 
'Express' on the following Saturday ... All bug- 
eyed-monsters and 'look at the weirdies' stuff."

Despite this lambasting, Frank always spoke of 
her visit with a smile on his face, for although he 
took his politics and science fiction seriously, 
Frank was always ready for a tall tale or a good 
laugh. Ted Tubb has one such tale about Frank... 
"(He) took great fun when he came to parties I held 
to play a game called Cardinal Puff. At least he 
called it that. It's a game designed to get people 
tipsy ... a man sits, rises, bows, taps the table, 
announces 'I drink to Cardinal Puff.' Drinks, sits, 
taps etc.; repeats the procedure by drinking twice 
to Cardinal Puff. More taps, bows etc. The thing is 
that if a mistake is made the drinker has to go back 
to the beginning and start all over. This made 
certain by the ritual having a couple of variants 
which, the first time around, are missed out or for
gotten. So everyone gets a little merry in short 
order.

"Anyway, Frank liked to play it, he became the 
centre of attention and turned red and beamed and 
liked it as we all do....

"Frank was (also) a cricket buff and used to 
come beaming into the Globe after having spent the 
day at Lords or The Oval. How he got the time off 
work I didn't know."

It was around this time, at the age of 40, that 
Frank met a young Italian lady, Magda Palmeri, whom 
he courted on her regular British vacations for 
nearly twenty years.

Macmillan's Conservatives continued in power, 
handsomely winning the '59 election with 'Super
Mac's' incantation "You've Never Had It So Good."

Also in 1959 the Circle became a more formal
ised organisation (mainly under the the influence of 
Sandy Hall) but that unlikely ideal camme tumbling 
down in October the sme year.

In the early sixties St. Paul's still looked 
down on cleared bomb-sites but these were soon built 
on (or filled in until flat to make rudimentary car 
parks) and the cathedral's dominance of the skyline 
was challenged by the latest technological and ar
chitectural wonder: the Post Office Tower. London 
escaped the fate of New York because no one could 
build skyscrapers on a foundation undermined by 
London clay.

Then the winds of change varied direction and 
started to blow across Britain. The 'News Chronicle' 
was swallowed up by the 'Daily Mail' and Frank 
transferred from night to day work at the Reuters 
Desk for the 'Evening News'. The Labour party 
leader Hugh Gaitskell died suddenly. A soft-spoken 
intellectual, he was recorded at that time as the 
only leader of the opposition in this century who 
never became Prime Minister. His place was taken by 
the witty and acid tongued Harold Wilson ("At last," 
Michael Foot whispered, "We've got someone who can

Opposite Page: 
[early '50sT~ 

rear row; standing — left to right

Fred Brown; Walt Willis; Jim (James) White (w/glasses; arms folded);
Pamela Bulmer; Ted Carnell (w/pipe); Mike Roseblum (w/glasses; head turned)

Frank Arnold is seated, looking downward, approximately two-thirds "up" the page, 
between the womman w/hat, and man w/glasses & tie at front table
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lie."). Not long after, Macmillan had to stand down, 
due to ill health.[12] Wilson's rankling against 
"thirteen years of Tory mis-rule" won him the '63 
election by just three seats then substantially 
increased his majority the following year.

Along with the political changes there were the 
sociological revolutions, all of which seemed to 
belong to the young. Britain was finding its own 
fashions (Carnaby Street) and its own sound (the 
Mersey Beat and the pop pirate stations). As Lionel 
Bart said, asking not to be quoted out of context, 
"The Beatles could never have 'happened' under a 
conservative government."

In '63 Arthur Clarke visited The Globe after 
his undersea treasure hunt in the waters of Ceylon's 
Great Reef and proudly laid on the bar some of the 
booty; rupees minted in 1702 A.D. during the reign 
of the last great Mogul Emperor of All India, 
Aurangzeb.

Frank looked at the treasure, then at the bar 
top; he made a further inspection of the rupees.and 
then of the bar top, where he carefully placed 
Aurangzeb's ancient coins and started to play shove 
ha'penny with them. At which the rest of the Circle 
joined in.

Ted Carnell stepped down as editor of New 
Worlds (to edit NEW WRITINGS IN SF for Corgi Paper
backs and further his literary agency) giving the 
position to young-blood Michael Moorcock, who in 
turn started the New Wave.

Sadly '65 saw "an end of an era". Lew Mordecai 
left the landlordship of The Globe (his position of 
Mine Host being taken by Eddy O'Reilly). "He con
fided to a few old cronies The Globe was a bit too 
big for him and his family" but before leaving there 
had to be the passing of the torch and it befell 
Frank to take charge of the Visitor's book.

The later sixties were a time of opulence and 
now unbelievable optimism. New Worlds survived 
because of a grant from the Arts Council and Wilson 
solved the country-wide dock strike (which was crip
pling the island-nation's economy) by creating an 
agreement under which any dock company going bust 
would have its workers immediately re-employed by 
the surviving companies. A schoolchild could easily 
see the catch in that thinking but government, work
ers and employers swallowed it hook, line and sinker 
(As the newspaper placards unadvisedly read "Docks - 
Wilson Steps In").
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Macmillan's resignation was not due to the 
Profumo/Keller sex scandal, although seme readers of 
the Private Eye satirical weekly would have you be
lieve the magazine's coverage of the events brought 
down the government.

Frank was hosting informal gatherings at his 
digs,[13] the back of which overlooked an elevated 
section of the busy A40 highway. In fact it was so 
busy that during the working week Frank would sleep 
in the front room to escape the noise. One Saturday 
the fans were gathered in that room when the sound 
of approaching fire engines came ringing through the 
air, everybody moved to the back room to see if they 
could find where the vehicles were but the noise 
ceased and not one fire-fighter was to be seen so 
the fans stood around surveying the A40 and talking 
for about an hour. Upon returning to the front room 
they suddenly discovered the reason for the fire 
alarm. The house opposite was now a burnt out shell.

Meantime Sam Youd was cementing a notion to get 
his publisher to do an anthology of pre-war science
fiction. "All my magazines had been flogged for beer 
money before I went into the Army in ' 41, and I 
asked Ted Carnell if he knew where I might be able 
to find some. He gave me Franks address ... and 
observed that I would find him there surrounded by a 
mountain of decaying flora (the magazines in ques
tion). This proved to be correct, and I was touched 
to see a photograph of H.M. the Queen presiding over 
it all from his mantelpiece. I didn't borrow any 
magazines, a cursory run-through revealing the 
defects in style which had escaped my notice in my 
teens. And the incredible over-writing—understand
able when one remembers they were paid by the word 
and at about 1/2^ too, but depressing. To think how 
we despised such as Black Mask, where at the same 
time Chandler was perfecting his art."

With reference to the portrait of Queen Eliza
beth II, Frank once admitted "The more I think about 
it, the more I realise what a good idea the monarchy 
is."

The monarch's main and only real power being to 
dissolve parliament and call a special election. For 
instance, if 'Watergate' had happened in the U.K. 
Her Royal Majesty could have pulled the plug on 
'Tricky Dick' and let the people decide if they 
still wanted the crook in charge.[14]

But the new monarchs of the high frontiers were 
the moon astronauts. The last year of the sixties 
saw Neil Armstrong's carefully rehearsed first steps 
on another world and even the BBC's prestigious in
depth political program 'Panorama' had Brian Aldiss 
and a group of other British SF authors answering 
the non seouitur "What are SF writers going to write 
about now?"

Yet when the rest of the world was watching the 
live coverage of some white blobs on a white back
ground that was supposed to be Astronaut Armstrong 
stepping on to the lunar surface, Frank was snuggly 
tucked in bed with his radio on. The moon landing 
was a dream fulfilled and he always had the most 
unstinting "rational belief that the progress of 
science is a good thing for humanity" but in the 
whole of his life Frank never owned an automobile, a 
telephone or a television.

13-------------------------------------------------
Apartment.
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Political science professors in the U.S.A, have 

been known to pontificate about how parliament would 
circumnavigate such a degree but they ignore the 
solid fact that it has already happened. In Austral
ia on November 11th 1975 to be exact. When Whitlam's 
Labour government was running out of money fast and 
che Queen's representative (the Governor-General) 
'did the right thing' much to the anger of Whitlam's 
supporters whose cries of 'pommie bastards' could 
not save them from a resounding defeat.
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1970 - 1978

New Job, New Home and Life In The Old Dog Yet.

St. Paul's was now hemmed in by faceless office 
blocks built on what were once those bomb-sites. 
Political power wavered between Labour's Harold 
Wilson (an economist who made a [temporary] law 
banning wage rises) and the Tory's Edward Health 
(who criticized "the unacceptable face of capital
ism"); he also warned against the encroaching eco
nomic crisis, to which everybody's reply was 
"Crisis! What Crisis?" 'Flower Power' had blossomed 
into the free and easy style of the early seventies 
and even LBJ would soon be seen with long(ish) hair.

Frank had left the high-pressure world of jour
nalism and found himself a position as a civil ser
vant. His work was as one of the lowest men on the 
totem pole in Labourite Judith Hart's Foreign Of
fice. "I didn't actually meet the lady, but I saw 
her once at the end of one of 'the corridors of 
power' surrounded by her 'mandarins'. They all had 
the highest regard for her."

At The Globe he was still greeting newcomers 
and easing them into the Circle, an attitude that 
had otherwise fallen by the wayside, and as always 
the visitors book was either tucked under his arm or 
waiting on the bar-room counter.

"The Charmed Circle of The Globe has been pret
ty much a home, family and career to me for most of 
my adult life," he wrote.

Arthur Clarke was still showing up twice a year 
(Flarch and October) to find the growing numbers dis
tinctly younger and definitely more long-haired. 
Frank, now a portly man in his fifties, commented 
more than once "One place you will never hear about 
the so called 'generation gap' ... is The Globe 
Tavern."

At work Frank found himself up for promotion. 
To get that he would need Security Clearance which 
demanded references 'from professionals only'.

Ethel Lindsay, one of the BNFs of fandom at 
that time, was also a Flatron (or rather a 'Number 
Six' as bureaucratic officialese had designated the 
vocation).[15] So in standing as reference for 
Frank, she was visited by the man from Security 
Clearance. "Very smooth and with superb tailoring." 
The innocuous questions were asked: How did Ethel 
know Frank, where and for how long, but Ethel got 
the distinct feeling she was not giving the gentle
man what he wanted.

15------------------------------------------------
Ethel Lindsay's Scottishe (pronounced Scot-is- 

she) was one of the best known fanzines and her 
Haverings did more for fanzine fandom than any other 
in insular Britain by regularly detailing practical
ly every fanzine available in the English speaking 
world.



Then the Foreign Office official asked "At 
these meetings, isn't there a lot of young boys?"

This is a paranoia with the Foreign Office, 
which is mainly built from the products of Britain's 
'Public Schools', which are famous as breeding 
grounds for buggery and sodomites whose unacceptable 
adult activities have given the KGB open in-roads 
into Britain's highest levels of intelligence.

Ethel quickly dispersed any fears that Frank 
might be a 'consenting adult' and he got his 
clearance.

As she was to comment years later, "I always 
felt Frank was pretty innocent and that such a 
thought would never have crossed his mind ... I 
naturally did not tell Frank about the line of 
questioning!"

That was not Frank's only 'move'. After living 
for years at the same address his landlord "decided 
he wanted the house for himself, so if he wishes to 
live all alone that's perfectly all right by me."

That was what Frank said. Close friends knew 
better. The house was divided three ways between 
the landlord, Frank, and a single mother with her 
pre-school daughter called Popsie. Frank loved 
children and was devoted to Popsie. The landlord 
suddenly made the capricious decision that he wanted 
to share the house with only two other people. Ob
viously the mother and daughter could not be parted 
so it was a case of either them or Frank leaving. 
Frank, always the gentleman, left.

Frank quickly 'lucked out'. In the London bor
ough of Lewisham he found an apartment (the upper 
half of a two story home) with Fir. & Firs. Jones (his 
landlady and her husband) living downstairs. They 
were kind and attentive and he pretty much became 
part of the family.

The lack of direct tube[l6] connections meant 
that he now had to leave The Globe earlier to get 
home before the last train but it was at least still 
easy for him to get to his old haunts in east London 
at weekends by bus.
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London Underground Railway.

Frank, always the historian, realized that 1973 
would see the 20th anniversary of The Globe meet
ings.

The word was spread, letters went winging their 
way to Sri Lanka, the Channel Islands and Kent. The 
result was a packed London meeting with fans spill
ing out on to the sidewalk during a remarkably warm 
autumn night. Inside in the middle of the throng 
just by the bar corner the original SFA members 
could be seen greeting each other for the first time 
in years: Arthur Clarke, Wally Gillings, Lew 
Flordecai, William Temple, Sam Youd, etc., most of 
who had known each other since their twenties and 
were now fast approaching retirement age. It was the 
last time they would all be together and how they 
could hear each other above the cumulative din was 
little short of a miracle.

However, next year (1974) The Globe along with 
the entire block it was on was to be torn down.

A new meeting place had to be found. It had to 
be a pub—no one thought so much as once about any- 
Tlning else. So a pub crawl which trekked across half 
of London was 'organized' by Bernie Peek. Although 
it proved useless, apart from the downing of many 
good pints,it did include the amazing sight of Frank 
(who was less than a year from his 60th birthday) 
keeping pace with fans in their 20's and some still 
in their late teens. Keeping pace, that is, both in 
the brisk walking and the number of pints.[17]

On the economic front, inflation had already 
started with the introduction of decimalized curren
cy, then OPEC (finally) had an oil embargo that held 
and the western world suddenly woke up to realize 
the power now held by the Arabs (and Japan). Foods 
and goods increased in price, the cost of tube and 
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It was in fact John Brunner who found the 
Circle's next location; The One Tun, another L- 
shaped pub with wood paneled walls and a large por
trait of the Queen — which was soon replaced by a 
Hogarthian print of a rake placing his hand up a 
girls skirt (the replacement was due to a change of 
landlords).



bus tickets went up by leaps and bounds and there 
was a general undercurrent of feeling that the gold
en horde had had its last hurrah.

And as suddenly as it had started Frank's ro
mance with Magda ended. "I thought we were going to 
get married," he once reflected, "but I thought 
wrong there" and added nothing further.[18]

The Foreign Office made Frank 'redundant' and 
with typical F.O. efficiency replaced him with three 
younger men, a point which upset Frank greatly.

He did, however, seek employment through an 
agency for the elderly aptly entitled '60 & Over'. 
When they discovered he could type, despite his bad 
hand, they promptly put him to work for themselves 
(just two days a week) until a firm of solicitors 
[19] in Grosvenor Square gave him permanent part- 
time employment in their post-room switchboard. 
This proved permanent for only ten months and was 
terminated by the company forsaking London.

Subconsciously the Circle was fractionalizing. 
Few, if any, called it the Circle anymore. In one 
corner were the new 'media-fen' brought in by arti
cles in Science Fiction Monthly, in another were the 
protege of an SF course presented by the North East
ern Polytechnic, in another the new bloods from the 
Oxford Colleges, and then there were the 'older reg
ulars' (few of whom were older than thirty—with the 
arrival of the media fen and Ethel Lindsay returning 
to Scotland what few remained of the fifties and 
sixties fen had dropped out). Although nearly all 
intermingled throughout the evening they noticeably 
returned to their own gathering area. Arthur Clarke 
wandering about a sparse meeting one night suddenly 
found himself outside of every circle. Partly with 
resignation he shrugged his shoulders, downed a 
couple of lonely rounds with his brother, Fred, and 
left, never to return to another meet. Frank never 
realized what had caused it.

Frank's position as titular organizer at The 
Tun was also becoming obscured. On one occasion when 
he was busily flitting about the pub getting every
one's input on an upcoming special meet, the land
lady sought out Andrew Stephenson and asked for the 
date and details, finishing with "...the landlord 
said I should ask you." Andrew, who was innocent of 
any planned usurping, looked over to Frank who was 
mercifully out of earshot and blushed.

Frank was engaged in a conversation about psy
chology and espousing that one of these days he 
would write a book disproving Freud.

Another of his projects in the late seventies 
was a book detailing his belief that the Roman town 
of Colchester was in fact the seat of Camelot. The 
Romans-had named it Camulodunum when the castle's 
foundations had been "built in the reign of Nero and 
the lifetime of St. Paul." Frank always looked for
ward to taking an annual train trip to Colchester, 
to look over the site and sample the local publi
can's beverages.

If it had been possible he would dearly have 
loved to had a 'Chair of History' at a stately home 
of learning or a position on the board of the TIMES 
Literary Supplement with enough salary to afford the 
latest exhibition, entertainment, books and sport. 
Not to mention "entree to the (Visitors' Gallery') 
at the Houses of Parliament, whenever", but with re
tirement only a couple of years away the reality was 
he was already selling off some of his books and 
owing to finances the trips to Colchester were now 
every other year or worse.

Meantime Prime Minister Callaghan's feeble at
tempts to keep the unions in line had failed. Unem
ployment was over the million mark and many young 
people of twenty and under had never seen a working 
day in their lives.

Magda Palmeri G Frank Arnold

[early 160s ]

Magda eventually married and roved to South 
Africa.
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(from Horzheim, Nr. Stuttgort, W. Germany)



Every year on the last Thursday before Christmas Eve 
the Circle holds a special meet; "the Xmas Beano" 
Frank called it. So on the night of Thursday Decem
ber 21st 1978, Frank made his final yuletide saluta
tions to the fen at The Tun, tucked the Visitors' 
Book under his arm, turned up the collar to his 
overcoat and toddled off toward Chancery Lane.

On Thursday January 4th 1979 (the day after 
Frank's 65th birthday) each fan entering The Tun was 
met with the incredulous news that Frank had gone 
missing!

The police had found the Visitors' Book and 
spoken to the staff at The Tun but were no wiser as 
to Frank's whereabouts.

Had he collapsed somewhere? Had he been mugged 
or murdered? Things like that don't happen to peo
ple you know, do they !?!

It was then that a lot of the Circle realized 
they didn't even know where Frank lived.

Contacting Frank's local police station reveal
ed the horrifying information that tens of thousands 
of people go missing every year so the police can 
not afford to undertake a full investigation unless 
the missing person is under 18 or there are other 

unusual circumstances, such as evidence of foul 
play. The station didn't even have Frank's disap
pearance on their 'blotter'.

Martin Easterbrook[20] spent many hours on the 
phone hoping for some lead or trying to drum up some 
action. He eventually contacted New Scotland Yard^ 
only to be informed "This is not a police station. '

It was Ted Tubb who lived nearest to Lewisham 
and at the end of January he finally heard of the 
disappearance and promptly visited Frank's land
lords, Mr. & Mrs. Jones (phoning was an impossibili
ty as they did not have a phone). Much to his sur
prise, there was Frank!

Or rather a shade of Frank. Far from the port
ly jovial character that the Circle had known here 
was a thin, emaciated man with large eyes giving him 
the appearance of a skinned baby monkey. But at the 
sight of an old friend those eyes regained their 
sparkle and a broad smile spread across his dishev
eled face.

"As I remember it," Ted recalled, "He said he'd 
simply fallen asleep in the train, gone to the end 
of the line and had been found or woken later. Just 
one of those things. I suggested he could have hit 
the bottle too hard—jokingly--Frank wasn't noted 
for doing that, but learned nothing and recognised 
that he didn't want to talk about it. So we left it 
at that."

What had happened was Frank had been found in a 
phone booth in Croydon on January 4th (Croydon is 
just south of London on the same train line he would 
have taken home). He was suffering from amnesia and 
had developed an abscess on his tongue, his coat was 
in such a dirty state that the Carlshalton Hospital 
disposed of it and the League of Friends donated a 
second-hand one. He was kept in the hospital for 
three weeks.
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Martin Easterbrook was (and is) one of the most 
under-sung of fen. Attending nearly every London 
meet and national con (and organizing a few be
sides ), he kept the Circle informed of what was 
going on with a free monthly one-sheet fnz Small 
Mammal that he distributed at each Tun meeting. The 
fellow was so well liked that one fan was heard to 
say in mock disgust "Isn't there anyone who hates 
Martin?"



Frank theorized it had probably been a nervous 
breakdown and blamed it on "all those years under 
pressure at the 'News Chronicle', I think it just 
finally caught up with me ... but when the hospital 
removed that abscess from my tongue it seemed to 
have the effect of snapping me out of it."

Not that the effect was totally immediate. On 
being returned home he spent three days not really 
knowing where he was. Then on the fourth day he 
greeted his landlady with "Good Morning, Mrs. Jones, 
I am looking forward to Xmas" and got quite a sur
prise when Mr. & Mrs. Jones explained what had hap
pened, and that Xmas had been a month ago!

For a while he was still dogged by some small 
pieces of amnesia, like not recognizing some 
friends. He worried that it might interfere with 
his writing the history of SF, something that he 
promised himself he would get on with just as soon 
as he had regained his health.

It was slow in coming. Seven months later, de
spite there being no marked improvement, he ventured 
to Brighton for a day to visit the Worldcon. Old 
friends from five different decades had to hold back 
their surprise at his present appearance.

Frank was always a soft touch for a charity or 
a raffle and at the con one of the L-5 Society zeal
ots coerced him into putting up his cash for a raf
fle ticket. As a result Frank suddenly found himself 
the winner of a free trans-Atlantic trip to Cape 
Canaveral. A trip that under all other circum
stances would have been no more than a wonderful day 
dream. However, this was little better as the state 
of his health precluded any such journey, although 
in consolation the monetary equivalent came in very 
handy and just when he needed it most.

Jim (James) White (w/glass); Brian Burgess; Ted Carnell (looking toward camera);

Ron & Daphne Buckmaster (up & down);

(rear - heads together): Jim & Dorothy Rattigan; Bert Campbell;

(foreground, right) : Pete Taylor; Phillip Duerr

(remaining rear): S&Y (Sandy) Sanderson; Madeleine Willis; VinjS Clarke;
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Frank Arnold & Sam Moskowitz look speechless as a young autograph hound accosts Forrest J Ackerman, 

(the young autograph hound is Michael Moorcock)

A Figure Seated at the Side of the Pub.

St. Paul's dome was now dwarfed by towering sky
scrapers; architectural science had triumphed over 
lowly London clay.

The Labour Party's grass-roots had become 
blighted with Trotskyites, as the Tories moved fur
ther to the right with Mrs. Thatcher. The election 
of '79 gave the British their first real choice in 
ages and egged on by five of six of the country's 
major dailies they gave Firs. T. an overwhelming 
victory despite her promises to put up unemployment 
("temporarily" of course).[21]

Rather like Britain, Frank's health was fluctu
ating and when Vin?5 Clarke returned to the Circle 
after two decades of absence he was surprised to 
find this thin version of Frank still there "a lit
tle distant and still working on his history (of 
Fantasy) ... Frank wasn't really known to the buzy 
youngsters of present-day fandom; he was a figure 

seated at the side at the pub gatherings, sometimes 
chatting to a newcomer, and always left early, about

As Frank's health slowly returned he set about 
finding new book sources and interesting 'watering 
holes' such as The Bouncing Banker, "a glorious pub 
in the vaults under the left-hand tower (of Canon 
Street Station) — you've never seen anything like 
it." He increased his social activities by attend
ing the BSFA's monthly London pub meetings and kept 
up his interest in the World Wildlife Fund while 
renewing his fascination with the Crystal Palace, a 
pinnacle of Victorian architecture (devastated by 
fire in 1936) that one public minded group was 
hoping to rebuild. He even got out to The Oval to 
watch England play in a Test Watch and was further 
rewarded by the sight of the Queen who had come to 
watch half a day's play.

Most Saturdays he would take the bus to one 
east London location or another to do the weekly 
shopping and sometimes he would journey to his 
birthplace, East Ham, always having lunch at the 
same cafe in Manor Park.
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Despite what the U.S. media might say, it is fair 
to underline that Mrs. Thatcher only managed to hang 
on to her near dictatorial power by virtue of the 
'first past the post' electoral system, which denies 
proportional representation. (When there is a close 
finish one party can find itself with the most votes 
but watching its rival take power simply because it 
got more seats, which is precisely what has happened 
twice, once in the sixties and once in the seven
ties .) This system also has always denied the third 
party its fair share of representation. In fact, in 
the next two elections far more people voted against 
the Tories than voted for them. The first also seal- 
ed Michael Foot's fate as this century's second 
leader of the opposition never to have become Prime 
Minister.



Frank entertained some fanciful thoughts of 
getting a flat in East Ham but with the Joneses 
being as good as family to him it is doubtful that 
he ever gave the idea any serious consideration.

He also renewed his subscription to Private 
Eye, a satirical weekly and scandal rag that suffer
ed from inconsistent writing, repeating the same 
joke ad nauseam and generally digging its claws into 
its victims and keeping its talons entrenched even 
when all humor had been bled from the carcass. It 
was said that if one hoped to get on the Private Eye 
hate list one should be at least semi-successful, 
however to guarantee it you needed to be at least 
semi-successful and Jewish. For all that, very few 
people claimed Private Eye was anti-Semitic. Frank 
stayed critical but was always quick to point out an 
exceptionally witty or biting piece of humor.

Frank himself could have a biting wit; As 1984 
closed with Thatcher steadily dismantling national
ization and turning Britain into a 'little America', 
Frank wrote "History has had the last laugh on 
Orwell. Instead of Big Brother we got Big Sister."

By then Frank had regained most of his weight, 
but despite bordering on rotund his skin still seem
ed to be too big a fit.

His lower eyelids especially hung away like 
piscina fonts on a church wall, gathering water that 
eventually overflowed letting an incongruous tear 
trickle down his beaming face.

Then in January '87 there was the first major 
rancor in the forty-one-year history of the London 
Circle....

"There has been some restlessness among the 
natives recently, chiefly because the place gets so 
crowded and people say they can't breath in the fug. 
So much so that a dissident departed in dudgeon one 
evening and set up a new meeting-ground at a big pub 
in Waterloo (The Wellington). But I'm one of the 
many who prefer the Tun, where landlords, Tim and 
Daphne Stewart, have always been hospitable and whom 
I think of as old friends. The Dissidents have said 
they would be glad to have me among their number, 
but I'm not one for deserting old friends and am not 
going to Waterloo unless they change the evening. 
Meantime, it's still the Tun for us."

Oddly enough the breaking point had come when a 
couple of homosexuals started kissing (times have 
changed) and the landlord voiced objections. Those 
that remained were almost entirely media-fen who had 
little or nothing in common with Frank who, apart 
from having no TV, had not been to the cinema since 
the sixties.

Always one to quietly question authority, espe
cially when it is Conservative, Frank was one of the 
first 'men-in-the-street' to obtain a copy of the 
(then) banned revelationary SPYCATCHER by Peter 
Wright (& Paul Greengrass), but his reaction was to 
exclaim "What a load of codswallop it all is. A 
tale of phantoms and hobgoblins, of jabberwocks and 
bandersnatches! ... All of them, the Ml5 shower, 
were supposed to be catching the spies who were 
looking for atomic secrets—which didn't exist, as 
scanning (David) Wilson's RUTHERFORD will reveal __ 
for all the use they really are I think M15 could 
well be abolished."

His criticisms of SPYCATCHER's precursor 
Chapman Pincher were even more scathing: "If (his) 
book on the same topic[22] is available, don't both
er with it. Pincher is an old-fashioned sensation
alist of the worst kind, who sees the Red Menace in 
every pink-elephant that dances across his nose in 
the small hours."
----------------------------------------------------

1Their Trade Is Treachery'.

In May '87 after returning from his very first 
visit to the renowned Chelsea Flower Show his 
"dithery-doddery convalescence" suddenly took "a bad 
turn for the worse."

"My insides suddenly felt as if they weighed a 
ton, my limbs felt like straws and I was in an all 
round state of collapse. I might have improved 
things a bit earlier if I had taken the good advice 
of kind Mrs. Jones and called in the Doctor. But I 
kept thinking—obstinate git—that if only I rested 
a little longer it would pass off by the weekend."

Frank was in fact "laid low" for nearly three 
months, during which he was totally house bound.

"Then one evening Mrs. Jones called in and 
noticed my feet had swollen... She insisted on call
ing in the Doctor, who gave me a good going over and 
said it was nothing worse than kidney trouble, for 
which he prescribed some kidney tablets.

"I had complained about strains on the heart 
and lungs, which had really distressed me, but he 
gave me a thorough cardiac examination and said both 
organs were in first-class condition."

When he "crawled back" to the Tun in September 
he received "a most heart warming welcome ... same 
thing happened (in October) when I went back to East 
Ham for the first time since Spring and was happily 
welcomed by my old friends at the cafe in Manor 
Park."

Meanwhile he was getting back to reading; apart 
from SPYCATCHER and RUTHERFORD there was Nigel 
Hamilton's MONTY: THE FIELD MARSHALL ("quite fasci
nating") and Ted Morgan's recent volume F.D.R. (but 
that was being saved as "a Christmas treat").

"I'm pleased to report that the Doctor's pre
scription is working, and I'm feeling chipper and 
chirpy again," he reported in September '87.

Then on a Saturday evening in mid-November 
Frank returned home after his usual Saturday sortie 
into east London, and before he could even remove 
his coat he was felled when his 'first-class' heart 
suffered a massive coronary.

He died intestate with no know relatives.
"His presence, with the ubiquitous book, was a 

part of the Tun that everyone took as part of the 
scenery," said Malcolm Davies, a regular at the One 
Tun meets himself. "I think it came as a bit of a 
shock to find out that he wasn't."

It was left to Vin/ Clarke to help Mrs. Jones 
sort through Frank's papers and tidy up all the 
loose ends. Said Vin/: "It looked as though he 
never threw away anything written; I found some 
letters from wartime, for instance, from Sam Youd."

Much to Vin/'s growing astonishment it became 
increasingly evident that among all those papers 
there was not one page of Frank's much lauded Histo
ry of Fantasy.

But if one were to think badly of Frank for his 
phantom major opus and his bravado, one should also 
compliment him for knowing his own limitations, for 
having the honesty to know when to let others take 
charge and also for knowing who should take charge.

If Frank has a place in the history of SF it is 
just as a footnote but it would recall that when he 
stepped aside and suggested Ted Carnell should edit 
New Worlds that set in motion the series of events 
that would make that magazine the mainstay of Brit
ish SF during the fifties and sixties, without which 
there would have been no New Wave which re-directed 
the path of many top SF writers and left a lasting 
influence on the genre.

And Frank would have puffed up his chest with 
pride, beamed and said: "Not to mince words, a 
splendid footnote, at that!"



PERSONAL NOTE:

Procrastination and unfulfilled schemes are the unseen debris of everybody's life. 
Back in '73/'74 when I was helping Bob and Mary Smith edit Blunt they came up with the brilliant 
idea of creating a special issue about Frank. We could reprint a couple of his articles and one of 
his short stories and get some friends from over the ages to write different pieces about him, it 
probably was not going to be the greatest fanzine of all time but if we could get him to sit down in 
front of a tape recorder and talk about the early days of SF, the London Circle, his time in the 
Home Front and on Fleet Street, then the transcript would make really interesting reading.

BLUNT proved to be too expensive and too time consuming. The idea was dropped.
Twelve years later I thought the idea of getting a permanent record of Frank's tales was well 

worth pursuing. But on returning to Britain, the one day we met again was eaten up by book hunting 
and meeting other friends. Needless to say there was not a tape recorder in sight.

So his tales of midnight military maneuvers through Epping Forest and the sweat-house atmo
sphere of Fleet Street are gone forever and instead this has been my patch-work portrait of Frank, a 
good drinking companion, a fine teller of tales and a dear friend.

-- Dave Rowe 1990-III-38

Dave Rowe and Frank Arnold, London, 1986

Thanks:

Practically every quote about Frank came from correspondence written by his friends specifi
cally to help me tell his story. For that and other help my sincere thanks go to Jilli Armstrong- 
Bridges, Mike Ashley, Syd Bounds (Sydney J. Bounds), Arthur C. Clarke, Arthur (l/2r) Cruttenden, 
Malcolm Davies, Carolyn Doyle, Ethel Lindsay, Ted Tubb (E.C. Tubb) and Sam Youd (John Christopher).

And I wish to give an extra special thank you to Vin/ Clarke and Irene Jones, without whan most 
of this story would never have been written. They just kept coming up with more and more informa
tion, time and time again. To you all... THANKS.

-- Dave Rowe 1991-VIII-ll
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